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It Is Estimated That Not Lem Than
1111100,000 Went Into Retail
") Trade.
MERCHANTS ARE ALL PLEASED
Paducah's Chrigtmas cost over
5300,000.
Involving, as it does, so many di-
verse elements, and extending over
an indefinable period, any estimate
of the amount of money spent in the
holiday shopping in Paducah can
only approximate the real sum. But
after a somewhat exhaustive investi-
gation among the merchants, it is
conservatively estimated at $300,000
This sum was spent purely for mer-
chandise to be given as holiday pree
tints.
Allowing a population of 25,000
to Paducah, It would mean aa ex-
penditure of 512 per capita. How-
ever, many thousands of dollars were
spent in the city by out-of-town
shoppers and the country people.
The holiday shopping began in
earnest on the fifteenth which would
average an expenditure of *20.000 a
day until the twenty-fifth Still some
holiday shopping was going on as
soon as Thanksgiving had passed and
the Indefinite period over which it
Das been extended with the vast va-
rlet,- of things purchased for gifts,
make it hard for the merchants to
calculate on the amount spent In
holiday shopping.
Everything from the most practi-
cal to the most useless and ornamen-
tal was bought. The husband who
was net able to get his wife a new
dress in the fall, found the opportu-
nity and ability to do so Chriennee
and the merchants, Woos they ask-
ed the question, could sot tell how
the purchase would be need.
Certain lines tell unmistakably
the genet-al financial condition of the
•PetIP.49. The jewelry bathing; was
enormous. Mtich money in spent in
pefeetial adothhent, only when mon-
ey is liberal. In women's dreesehose
things that give the final touch to
the toilette such as scarfs, fare, and
long gloves, were bought in im-
mense quantities. Among the men,
mufflers, gloves, ties and suspenders
all in high grade quality, were popu-
lar.
This year's holiday shopping
shows various sides to different mer-
chants. Some report a large Increase,
while others are chuckling over the
fact of having equalled last year's
business. Al) are satisfied and the
work of annual invoicing has started
with many.
TtAiww ITH-RALL.
Happy 1-mang f'onple Will Reside
Metropolis.
Mr. Ernest Trenwith and Miss
Nellie Elizabeth Ball. the popular
teacher In the Mt. Vernon public
schools, were united In marriage by
the Rev. Elwell 0. Mead at the Con-
FregatIonal parsonage Sunday even-
ing at 5:30 o'clock. The young cou-
ple wore attended by the groom's
brother, Mr. George Trenwith, and
Miss Fannie Thrailkill. -After— the
Si wedding ceremony a delicious sup-
per was served at the residence of
the bride's parents on East Gambier
street. Only the immediate friends
were present. The groom for several
years held a prenninent position in
the machine shop at the C.. A. and
C. shops.
Mr. and Mrs. Trenwith left on the
midnight train for Metropolis. 111.,
where the groom has a house already
furnished and where he is foreman
in the machine shop of the Metropo-




Ambassador Bryce Conics Here With-
out a Title.
London, Dec. 26.—James Bryceet
would appear has declined a peerage
At any rate, according to the Daily
Telegraph, he will go to the United
States as British ambassador without
changing his name, and thna be the
first plain citizen to represent his
country at Washington, and, says the
Chronicle, "Americans who know and
honor him as Jatnes Bryce will es-
teem him all the more because he
has declined a title." •
Flagman Gibson Happy.
Flagman William Gibisop, of the
Tennessee street crossing, was made
happy by the presentation of a $20
purse. The money; was made up by
railroad men and presented by Local
Agent John T. re:moven. Flagman
Gibson has bee, bedridden with pa-
ralysis for over a year. and his
daughter, Miss Leonora Gibson, his
main support, accidentally shot her-
self two weeks ago and is still In Rits
erside boapital.
MOD MOKEN
LOCAL POST OFFICE HANDLED
LARGE AMOUNT OF MAIL.
Young • New York Millionaire Sends
Hondo as, Chrietmaa Present.
Two Men on One Route Unable to
Take Care of Deluge of Pack-
ages On Broadway.
The Paducah post oMce attaches
handled 25 per cent, more business
this Christmas than any other Christ-
mas in the history of the city. It re-
quired all the extra help possible ,o
secure, and still a great many pack-
ages and letters remained in the of-
fice today.
"Just to give you an idea of the
business we did. said Fred B. Ash-
ton. superintendent of carriers, "I
will take ioute. No 3, tha, In the
thickest residence portion. Jefferson
street, Kentucky avenue and Broad-
way, carried by Charles Bawling&
We put on yesterday one extra man,
making two carriers for this one
route. Notwithstanding this fact
more than an express wagon load of
Veil Matter _nalMaisleil Is the oaks
from this one route.
"We lied so much business that it
is impossible to estimate it for some
time. We registered hundreds of
letters and have been unable in the
rush to make a report."
LolitsvIlle. Dec. 26 —Banda of a
face value of $50,000 bearing interest
at 6 per cent eonst tette the Obeentinas
gift 'reefers! by William 1Paree Let,
treaeurer of the leselsvile Gas com-
pany, from his son-in-slaw, E. R.
Thames, New York millionaire, atlas
well known be his conneetion with
the turf.
Mafia Kills Six Italians.
New Orleans, Dec. 24 —The plot
of the mafia which has been working
with a secretary In New Orleans for
Years Is regarded as responsible for
the death of six Italians !tend mur-
dered early today in a tenement
house. Several of the men were
burned to death.
NOT MURDER;
THEORY OF DrrEcrivE MOORE
IN SMITH CASE.
Dead Engineer's Hand on Throttle
Toronto, Out., Dec. 2&—Wit1 the
engineer dead at his post and his
band on the term tie. the Canadian
Pacific railway Hamilton expense tone
through Parkdale station Saturday
wfternoon The fireman. alarmed et
the inertslaed sPeett. made for the en-
gineer's box and found the man dead.
He applied the emergency brakes and
the train came to a standstill, The
engineer was Jobe Peel. It is sup-
posed be was struck by a semaphore.





Beelle He Is Compelled To
Pay His Fare
Negro Knocks White elan and 'W lllll an
[teen and Escapee in SIM
Across River.
NO NAMES ARE MENTIONED.
Because he was angry at the con-
ductor for collecting his fare on the
Rowlandtown line yesterday morn-
ing about 10 o'clock, Baskin, alias
"Bearskin," Jackson, colored, is al-
iened to have fired at the car with-
out effect.
"Take your hand away from here
or I will shoot It off," is what Con-
ductor William Whales said Jack-
son ejaculated when asked for his
fare. The fare was paid, but when
the negro left the car, he shot. He
was presented in police court this
morning for malicious shooting with
intent to kill.
Jackson boarded car, No 102. in
charge of Motorman Ed Russell and
Conductor Will Whale
When the car reached Bloomfield
avenue Whale says Jackson got off.
He pulled his gun and attempted to
shoot it, but it snapped. He broke the
weapon aifd snapped It again. This
time it went off, the bullet going over
the top of the car.
The matter was reported to Patrol-
man Henry Singers-. who, after work
ing all 'the afternoon, finally found
the negro and arrested him.
Vickie,' Assault.
After knocking a white man and
woman down, a half crazed, drunken
regro ran to the levee. jumped into
a boat moored at the foot of Ken-
tucky avenue and escaped from pa-
trolmen who were sent a few mo-
menta later to arrest him, yesterday
afternoon.
The negro Is unknown, as are the
persons he attacked, as well as his
motive for the attack The attack was
Made on South Second street be-
tween Kentucky arum and Broad-
way The negro staggered into the
couple and with two swift blows
felled both. He ran, and the boat he
stole was found hr the Bettie Owen
below the towhead near Brookport.
Patrolmen CrOSP and Johnson were
detailed on the ease, but the man
and woman had disappeared and no
names were learned.
Detective T. J. Moore does not be-
lieve that Lloyd Smith. who myster-
iouely disappeared from the Miiiiken
k Sikes mill neighborhood on No-
vember 16, was murdered, and will
in a few days have his evidence com-
plete, he believes.
"I have evidence which points to
a theory other than murder." Detec-
tive Moore stated. "I do not believe
Smith is flout, and within the week I
Feel FU re I shall positively know. I
have not had inure time to work the
ease up, owing to the 'holidays, but
will know something worth reporting
by Saturday
Detective Moore will hold a con-
ference tomorrow with Smite 's 'father
who will come bore from Aim° for
that purpone.
Santa Claus Burned to Death.
Milwaukee Dec. 2.11.—Miss Ella
Sueifiow, who played Santa Claus.
was burned to deerth in her sister's
home last night. She was <trellised In
a long coat covered with ball cotton
which cauget five from a lighted
mateb with which she was about to
light eandien on the Christmas tree.
Them is only one kind of a
aeirepaper circulation statement
that is worth any consideration
and that is the daily detailed
statement. The Sun Is the only
Pielucab paper printing such a
statement.
The Holiday Business.
New York, Dec. 26.— For the four
days ending tonight at 6 o'clock
there were received in the general
Poet oMce 59.000 pouches of first-
class mall and 132,000 sacks of sec-
ond-cleas matter, In the same period
there were gent out from the postof-
flee 60,000 pouches of letters and
187,000 sacks of packages, setting a
new record in Christmas mall. As a
Pouch carries on an average 2.500
letters and a sack averages approxi-
mately 150 packages, the total num-
ber Of pieces of first-class mall is
estimated at 297,300,000 and the
number of package. at 47,850,000.
ACTORS
HAVE THEIR CHRISTMAS AT
CLOSE OF BUSY DAY.
"Brume' Beene" Banquet at Hotel
and Mansfield tompany on the
Special Train.
GENERAL UPRISING.
Jackson, Mho., Dec. 26,—The
opinion prevails here that the
rare riots at ficootte are in the
nature of a general uprising
and much bloodshed is in pros-
pect. A confereece of officials is
iss progress here. In Kemper
county, the essene of II..' trouble,
where the Kukluv Klan originat-
ed, the race feeling is strong,
while there are lillitlerOUS law-
less character*, white and black,
In the county.
TOWN NAIlialATES.
liadrisi Dec. 211.—Nine thou-
sand inhabitant, of the teen of
Rear decided to emigrate In a
body. .% meet lug a as held
nhich approved the offer of the
presklent of Nicaragua to supply
shipe and funds for transporta-
tion. They will engage in 'seri-
cultursi pursuits.
•••••••••.
teetigi TONS (W TOYS
Weshington. t),e. 2f1.—e4ler-
many erut to the United States;
this year for the Christmas trade
9,50.1 tom of toys, breeking all
previous records, according to
eatimates made at the depart-
ment of commerce and labor.
DRUGGISTS SELL
ONLY BY QUART
Under Provisions of New Li-
cense Ordinance
Cuts Down Fee From $150 to tee
But Restrict,' Them--Custly for
Lean Companies.
SOME WILL NT PAY AMOUNT
With the promised reduction in
the proposed Haase fee for drug-
gists who sell liquor, to $25, from
$150, come restrictions, which pre-
vent the druggists from competing
with retail liggeseislealers, according
to the terms of the measure to be re-
ported back lolakaefaiderlineu
at the Pomba si'erten night
Formerly the druggists sold under a
license costing $25, but the measure
Passed by the board of council puts
the price op to $150 unless void un-
der doctors' prescription, when a
government license only is required.
When the meaaure reached the
board 'of aldermen strong pressure
Was brought to reduce the price, and
It was put back to $25 with these
provisions: No quantity leas than a
quart shall be sold, and It may not
be drunk on the premises.
A question as to whether the alder
men by referring the ordinance, were
amending or revising it has come up,
and aldermen are taking legal advice
on the subject. All revenue meas-
ures must meg:nate in the lower
board, and a revision might not be
valid, while an amendment is always
In order, it is understood.
Actors, on the road, playing two
engagements on Christmas, have lit-
tle time to enjoy the day, hut af-
ter the performance is over at night,
then they have their Christmas,
while the rest of us are sleeping off
the effects of a strenuous day.
The "Human Hearts" company
reached Paducah yesterday, ate din-
ner and went to the theater for the
afternoon performance. They ate
their supper hastily and went back
to the theater to get ready for the
night. But at the betel at midnight
the whole troupe was entertained at
a banquet given by the manager and
presents were exchanged and home
folks talked about.
Richard Mansfield's troupe enjoy-
ed the unique distinction of having a
Christmas tree on the train. Mr.
Mansfield's private car and cafe ear,
comprising his home on the road.
were thrown open and a bin dinner
was served with teasts. Then the
tree was exposed and everyone of the
75 members of the company and the
score of stage employes received a
gift from the star. Mr. Mansfield
bought 15 signet rings at a local
jewelry store.
You can tell a good deal about a
man by the things that appeal to his
WWII of hmwor
Money Lemke"' Object.
Some money lenders are Inclined
to fight the collection of the proposed
license' fee of $500. Some said they
will noe pay a license at all. No one
is permitted to lend money above the
legal rate, anyway, and the city has
no right to license a business for that
purpose.
Burned Out W. C. T. I'.
Brinkley, Ky.. Dec. 26 —Con irt
Judge Combs today held Guerney
Raker to the grand Jury on the
charge of burning the Women's
Christ Ian Temperance Union 'settle-







If we get a dime for each sub-
fcriber to THK Su N we shall
have a total imm—$400—Use




I inclose a contribution for
the Christmas tree for the benefit
of the poor children of Paducah.
ANNUAL MESSAGE
ENGAGING MAYOR
Blocking It Out At His Office
This Morning
ikiard of pollee anti Fire Commis..
sllont-Ira Still .1 sk for $35,0410
Neat licar.
YOUR DAYS FOR PAYING TAXES.
This Is Moyle Yeiser's bumf day.
"Just blocking out me annual moo-
stage,- he said without looking up
when questioned about his poet-holi-
day energy.
The mayor would not give out in-
formation concerning the contents of
his menage, but it is known he favors
parka and a municipal conduit for
electric wires, aod that his message
will be eresersessive in tone. lie has
Yet to receive statistics and annual
reports from the exerutise boards,
and he cannot complete his message
until be gees them
The board of puble works in pre-
paring its report and sill ask for
$52,0e0e while the bnare of police
and fire 117U1111IIIWIODSWO is waiting un-
til the pollee and five chiefs AM*
their reports. which will be this week.
Then the board will meet and elect
patrolmen up to the number of 3,5
with tiollee officers and detectives,
arid the 31 members of the fire de-
partment.
No more than aetual necessities
will be asked for by the police and fire
eommissioners next year. The ate
portionmete this year was $27.0410
fur the fire department and $24,00.0
for the po!lee The latter Included
the fail expenses. Salaries for the po-
llee department next year will ag-
gregate $2 4,5 4 0, am) $35,000 prob-
ably will be asked for.
Fire department eniaries will ag-
gregate $24.120, including the elec-
trician and farm hand. Hoes, coating
$2,700, purchased this year. must be
paid for, ate) $1,500 must be ',pent
on the Ceteral file station on North
lesnrefit *trete Ty tell tette epprostl-
matey $3.11.040 to run the itre de-
partment. The board probably will
not ask for the. new station on West
Broad-was, reeeenmended by Chief
Wood. became no hope is entertained
of getting the money.
Pay Taxes Now.
City Treasurer Dorian Is getting In
taxes every day. The flee of the
year will make It more costly for WI-
payers, and he I. erring everyone to
take advantage of the next four days
to escape the extra cost.
Stacker Lee .teround.
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 26.— The
steamer Stacker Lee which left St.
Louis for Memphis Sunday morning,
Is aground near Quarnantine inland.
south of Jefferson Barracks. Twenty-
four passengers and 30 head of cat-
re were taken from the 'steamer last
night by the towboat McClelland and
brought back to fit boles.
LIFE
10 CENTS PER WEEK
REAL aeNTA CLAUS.
City Jailer Tom Estes slakes Poor
Children Glad.
City Jailer Toni Evitts whose intre-
ewe In juveniles never lags, played
Seth's Chins yesterday, He set a
spread at the city hall for pauper
children and three turkeys were eaten
There was some left after the feast
at the hail was over, and donn iig •
clown's costume the perinea:- city
tattler secured a wagon and drove
about the city distributing the food
eherever he found a worthy object.
AND CASUALT-Y INSURANCE WM-
PANV PLAANED.
Local apitat and leash Mell Will Be
Engaged in the Pe:pit—OM-
cers Here.
Metropolis Weddings,
The following were married In Me-
tropolis Christmas by 'Squire Lig-
et.' t :
Larry E. Davenport and Miss Nel-
lie G. Lloyd, of Hickman: 011ie C.
Jenkins and Miss Amanda Niel, of
Kuttawa: Leander Barnhart and
Miss Martha J. Nickles, of Paducah:
Hugh Garreit, and Miss Eula Bur-
gess, of Paducah, and J. H. Watson
iind Miss Rosa A. Thomas, of Padu-
cah.
RUN EXTRA
leiCOMOTII K SA4iINEER4'. DM&
21113, StX7IAL ORDERS,
Grand Hall of the Orsier at the Craig
Hotel, on the Night of Jan-
uary 2'2.
Loecenotive Engineers, Division 22sil
sill give their grand ball at the Craig
Hotel on the night of Jareiery 22.
The following unique invitations.
written in professional hand on regu-
lar Illinois Central blanks have been
Issued:
To you, at Paducah, Ky.. X. Y. Z.,
Opr S p
Yell will run Extra, leaving Home
on Tuesday, January 22, 1907. at 8
o'clock p. in., to the dining room In
the Hotel Creig, Paducah, Ky., dou-
ble-heading with your wife or sweet-
heart. where the Locomotive Engin-
eers of Division 225 will give a trend
bail. After enjoying Yisireelf to
your heart's content, you will buck tip
bouts and them tie up esti, nest yam
B S. E., chief train dispatcher
Conductor and eagineinsn Must
each have a eelly of this order.
Repeated at 5:00 p.
Off for Pine Knot.
W.i ehin g non , Dec.—President
Roosevelt is clearing up his desk to-
day preparatory to ',staving the capi-
tol. tomoroew for a five days' visit at
Pine Knot, the country estate in Vie-
'rink' owned by Mrs. Roosevelt. The
president and Mrs. Roosevelt will be
aotseimpanied by several of their chil-
deen.
Life and casualty insurauce Will
soon be sold in Padneah by a lecal
company, with home capital and en-
ergy behind it. D. H. Hughes and C.
E. Jenningss, the latter of Whom web-
ably wile be president of the COIXXIIM,
are prime movers in She organisstion,
arid it is understood that the company
will operate on a basis that will es's
tablish its integrity and make it
popular from the start. The meet im-
proved meth'ods of i nom ranee business
business; will be adopted and prat-
tired. No statement would be given
out by either of the gentlemen, as
they will not not be ready to inecer-
porafe for a few • days.
ASKED FOR 'LICENSES.
Rumor That Saloom Will Teat AUL
tude of New General Council.
Before the incoming general coun-
cil has long been organized its atti-
tude on the question of disorderly
saloons will he put to the test. It is
understood that several of the sa-
loon keepers who were refused re-
newals of their licenses flee winter
by the present general 'council will*
present petitions accompanied with
bonds and faithful prellaillee to the
seeetee eminejl, for Ulletleell t tbeir-
•
PARALYZED
RICII 51111 GEAGEN 1.0sES USE OF
HIS RIGHT SIDE,
Conceals Fact F'roni Family as Long




Toni Crutchfield, of Bridge
Street, Dies
Sister of Unfortunate Youth Also I,
Wounded and Is Taken to
Itiserside„
FATHER NIEL TERRIBLE DEATII
Another slit-em to the toy plebe
sesaze died thi-i morning of tetanus.
To Crutchfield. 16 yeWri, old. of
I se 2 Bridge street, Mecitanictibur-
eureeumbed to the disease. requiting
tram shooting hinnielf in the band
witty the wad and powder of a blank
eartridge leis wound was similar to
that of little Jame, Marti:son who
cited of tetanus last week.
Ills sister ('.ruses Crutchfield,
years old, hurt her hand with
pistol two days ago She beet I.--
removed to RR • •rIlitISI teepee) by D•
J. W. Bass, city physician, who real
Infectian in her
The Oruechtieet fanely has been
singularly uutortinvate recently it
;Lae not been long since the elder Tom
iitchfield. firher of this boy, rode
ti',eyo:e off the Matti street bridge
over island creek one dark night sad
broke his neck. The widow is pore
and charitable recede hate been nit'ing her. This second blow 'ill be
severe one to her.
DRAINS A LAKE IN ICE WAR.
(WI tilargc Is 'untie ii. suit Flied
titmouse St is,onsin Farmer.
Milwaukee, Dec. 26 —The Kniek
ertercker Ice company has been haled
Into the United States court by the
Oettng Brothers he eompany of Ken
osha. The defendants armed int.
case are farmers, but back of the
the ice firm The Kenosha ri,
charge the conthine with trying to
put them out of business
tfr
 ItLpecii
om tartness pernohihie in '1
Cale Lake, where the Oeting lee coin-
Pate' sets its lee. The conrbiae Is
charged with playing fast and ken%
draining the hike at one time amt
then damming it up until the lee lessA
gine to form, and then allowing ,the
water to run out again. In this man-
ner it is claimed, they prevented le
Kenosha men from betting a mop o.
lee. Damages and suitable relief are
asked.
Mr Ili, hard Gelecn, of 614 Clay
street, the will known salesman for
the A M Isevison company, Second
and J.iffsrson strees, was etrieten
with pa:.ilsis on the right side Mon-
day night shortly after supper, and
although he knew he was not Well,
he refu-ed to tell his family, who
went to the performance of the
Richard Mansfield company.
About 10 o'clock Mr. Will Geagen,
a son, went home and passing
through his father's room saw him
in bed. His eyes were open but he
failed to speak after several at-
tempts. Motioning for pencil and
paper he tried to write an explana-
tion of his rendition but to no avail.
The son hastily summoned neigh-
bore and went after Drs. W. T.
Graves and C. II. Brothers. The
doctors worked with him but his
condition today Is little improved.
Body Milted With Dough.
Columbus, 0.. Dec 26.—Horatio
Vandike met. a terrible death In a
bread mixer this morning. There
were no witnesses to the *strident.
He was drawn Into the machine, his





threatening with warmer In tem-
rti411 ,11 1 1: ,rivircne S i westter l plirtidin, iMIblya
The kigheet temperature reached
MtnIbly 'Was 30 and the lowest
tow was U.
,
111ASONIFIRe COST leeSTollet JOB
Beeeoles w ft. Wears Them and Pa.-
litr Is 011.11e11) for Reprosing It's-.
indianspore. Dec. 26 --Rev .%
tonne was sive-wed from the ea.
tore te of lb.' First Preebs teeia n
church of °mem-amine at a secret ai
Mon pf the Indianapolis Presibetet)
today because of a row started try. a
pair of bloomers, wbich threatened to
steelier ere church. The 'ramie and
his wife, making a morning tan.
were received by the wife of Deacon
Cammack in bloomers, which she
sore white ettending to her met-
ditties, The 1.,..0ewearing whet he considered,;
ly garb, and thus started t
NEW DRI.'(7 9".. Los
;Ism
S. if. IVinstend Will Open
Seventh and itromin ay.
Mr. S If. W I mooed. president of
the Lax-Foe Medicine rompany, is
prepaeng to open a new drug store at
Seventh street nnt1 Breartway, in the
store formerly oseepled be the Hayes
Drug company He exports to occupy
the building by January I or wean
thereafter. In meeting the drug
store Mr. Winstead dots nix change
hes • eel/Slone with the Lux-Fog teen-
pany as president ansi etoekholdm.
For many yearg Br. Winstead owned




No Clew to the Whereabouts of As-
salient of Capt. Macklin.
El Reno, Mires Dee. 26.--The con-
ditinn of Capt. Edgar A. Macklin,
who was shot by a negro at his resi-
dence at Fort Reno last Friday night,
Was improved today and recovery is
assured, attendants say. The would-be assailant has not yet been arrested
Relinquishes property.
Paris. Dec. 26 -- The pope will re-
linquish property of the Romnp Cath-
olic ehdrch in France, and forbid the
priests to continue public worship. I
is learned from an authofitatit













The Best of All College Plays
TYALE
SPECIAL FEATURES
The real boat race between a
Yale end Harvard crew.
u Yale Glee Club—Octette
of male voices, etc.
Pekes : 25, 35, 50. 75, $1 and $1.50
Seats Oil sale We-du...atm it a. to.
MATINEE AND NIGHT
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 28
YOU CAN'T MATCH IT!
The Musical Corn mh, Wonder
—H(3N—P8—
A Bunch of Keys
(Or The Hotel)
11 Running With Its
Old Time Vigor
tuned to the Minute
Loaded With Advs-iret: tun
Presented in regal style by
a company uf consummate
comedians and peerless vo-
calists, who know the value
of go-ahead merry rotions.
Prices Matinee, children lec, adults
Me. Night priors, 1115c, 35a, 50c,










411"• MilllerEI REPEALING AN
eanTS.SeCle ENTITLED. "AN
alMINANCE FIXING THE OF-
FICE HOURS FOR I THE MAYOR
(W THE CITY. AND DEFINING
THE AMOUNT OF HIS SALARY."
ADOPTED BY THE COMMON
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PA-
IWCAll, OCTOBER 7, 1901. AND
APPROVED BY JAMES K. LANG,
MAYOR. OCTOBER 9, 1901.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE GEISER-
'AL COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Section 1. That an ordinance enti-
tled: "An ordinance fixing the Mere
hours for *he mayor the city, and
defining the amount of his salary."
adopted by the common council of
the city of Paducah Kentucky, ()do-
er 7, 1901, and approved by James
M. ieng, Mayor. October 9, 1901, be,
and the same is hereby repealed In
toe.o.
Section 2 This ordinance Abell
site effete from and after its passage,
approval and publication.
Adopted Dec. 3, 1906.
GEO 0 1111ROOM President Board
k of CouncCenen.
Adopted Dec. 5, 1906.
• 
*0. B. STARKS, President Board o
f
Aldermen.
Approved Dec. 14, 1906.
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
Attest: Dec. 14, 1906.
HENRY BALLET, lety Clerk.
----
-Five hundred score cards for
I at Tb• Sun oflice—tweity-five
each.
iralbe for The 111111,
AID FOR STARVING
CHINESE IS ASKED
President Roosevelt Issues A
Proclamation
Latese Waehington Humor That Hoot
1. to Succeed Platt in
the Senate.
isT OFFICES BURGLARIZED
Washington, Dec. 26.— President
Roosevelt issued a proclamation
calling on the people of the United
States to contribute fends for the re-
lief of milleins of famine sufferers in
China, who are on the verge of star-
vation. The president says that he
will ask congress for authority to
use government transports ,to carry
food to the fatuine-strieken region.
Root to Racceed
Thomas Collier Platt ta planning
to resign at the end of the present
congress, and with this contingency
in view piens likeeise a:e being l
aid
to have Governor Huzhes appoint
Ellbu Root to succeed hen as United
States senator from the state of New
York The Platt end of this story
eines from close friend- of the sena-
tor.. and bears the startle of an au-
thentic statement, The ituot feature
le based on a knoweetge of a move-
ment that has been under very quiet
consideration for a long time.
Post Office Burglars.
The festive burglar was busy
"eurgling" in Kentucky during the
lakt fiscal year. In a report of t
he
postmaster general a statement is
given of the post offices robbed by
burglars in Kentucky during the
year, as follows. Anchorage, A
nton,
Barn.eley, Carter, Cloverport. Dalton,
Donnelly, Etna, Everman, Garret
ts-
burg, Grayson Springs. Kirk. Louisa,
Lowell. Lunde. Mexico. Morgantield.
Pinckard, Proyldence. Salt Lickeitin-
leeri„ Stone and Walton.
The Heti Rook Magazine.
The January Issue of The Red
Book Magasine. most popular of 
all
the d I sti nctly short-fiction publicstica.
has appeared and intigaine the earlier
antiounesentent thot tits issues for
1907 would surname in interest all
that have gone before. The number
opens with twenty-eight art portrait*
of American actresmes whose beauty
ant talent have won them pewee on
the. American state; sad &40•&& wttA
a timely dramatic article by Laois V.
De Foe in witech that well known
retie teNst the stories of the newest
eet ys Between these two *dilatable
fe,tturee are trouped a number of
the hest and mote divers/lied short
Horse Blankets, taiee The Red Book Magazine has
es er pu Meshed_ "When Gen: us
Team Harness, As oke," chermina story with amusical motif by Ella Middleton Ty-
Buggy Harness, very significant 'Kinds-al tale h e E
H 
l-
bout: -Cagier's Clean Record." is a
loft Plower: "The Oheyal.er of the
arness Golden Coin, ' by Leo Crane presents
• nedier of Napoleon in the guava of
Repaired, a matchmaker: "For the Adormasat
of a Nips Wall," by Lora Field Hub-
bell is a story of a scheolms'am in the
Fh1;11PPInes; "The Golden Chat toe."
Is a tender little eon of an old
French cure by Allier and Claude Ask-
ew, -The Fly In tee Ointment.- is
another of William Hamilton Os-
borne's fascinating legal-political
store. Among the. ether leading
short story writers whose later
work appears in the January tome of
The Red Rook Magazine. are: George
Bronson-Howsid, Mobs Lee fiber-
man, F L. StRISIOY. Il'orreat CriaseY,
Katherine Porry.Owee Oliver. Roland
Ashford Phillips, and Herten Wood
Cu rrie.
Kipling the Man.
There is a very graceful act con-
nerted with Kipling that few people
know. For years no literary man re-
re:red so many requests for his au-
tograph He hit on this plan to sup-
ply all who wanted them, and to do
a good deed at the same time: he
sold the autographs for a dollar
apiece, and presented the proceeds
to the Fresh Air Fund of the "New
York Tribune." As a result the fund
has been increased by thousands of
dollars.
His modesty is sincere Once a
party of tourists stopped in the road
In front of his house And stood for a
while
"That's the penalty of being a
great man," said on of the author's
guests
"Nonsense'' exclaimed Kipling:
they are looking at this fine old
Elizabethan place."
Kipling talks very rapiely. There
J e little, if any, of what Is commonly
known as the English accent. He
really talks more like an American
than an Englishman.
Once he was talking abont men
and manners to some friends. Sod-
dente, In that quiet way be has of
plunging into things, he said:
"I suppose Most people thine I
am a snob. Well. my job he to tcy not
to benne."
This Is Kipling the man:
pie, modest high-minded !fah
tiZtn-
gentlemaa, with the enthusiasm of a
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
e 
•
Ito). yet the underetandipg of ages.
—From "Rudyard Kipling: An Intl-
mate View." By Isaac F. Marcos-
son, In The Book News Monthly
(Philadelphia) for Deceinbei
The Notelet Who "Writes Ip" His
His Neighbors.
While more than one author of
the day is finding himself persona
non grata with people and communi-
ties which he has portrayed-- possi-
bly with too unsparing a hand-- an
old question rises. How far has the
literary artliet,a right to pet his fel-
low-beings down in printer's Ink?
The question, of course, really
sifts down to the matter of persons,
and concerns the novelist alone. 
An
inflnity of human material 
lies
around him and unless Othello is 
to
lose his occupation altogether he
must be at liberty to use it as 
he
sees fit. Individuals suggest their
type to an artist's mind, and if he
represents the type, which he has
every right to do, and the individual
happen, to be a well-developed spec-
imen, the latter's neighbors may —
quite unreasonably—agree as to w
ho
must have been the original. A type
In the hands of a master Is bound to
suggest everything it encludee, and
oohing can be dime abou it. If peottle
are hurt, he must console himself DS
the reflection that he has written 
for
posterity, and posterity will absolve
him.
But deliberately to record circum-
stance, and characteristics which are
not essential to the type, which wilit
identify some living person beyond a
doubt and make things uncomfort
a-
ble for him, means as a rule, 
that
the writer Is not only betraying his
own soigne limitations, but is for-
getting the law of love.
—From "How Far?" By Margaret
Laing, In The Book News Monthly
(Philadelphia) for December,
The AMOriCAR Cow.
There are nearly 25,000,000 dairy
cows in America and enough oth
er
cattle to make a total of over 60
,-
000.000 head including bull,, oxen,
young stock and the "flocks and
herds which range the valley 
free,"
and all condemned to slau
ghter.
There are leas than a million tho
r-
oughbred cattle In the country, and
more than 45,000.000 iscrubs. T
he
rest are half Or higher grades. 
About
20)100,000 calves are born annual-
ly. The average value of a cow 
te
$22. In Rhode Island, a 
dairying
glate, the average is $39.
The cows of th United States
yield about 9,000,000,000 gallons of
Milk a year (watered and unwate
r-
edi the butter product is nearly 
2.-
000,000,000 pounds Call grades land
the product of cheese over 300,000
,-
000 POnnds. eerelesese 
4ethistey is
making enormous strides. In a short
time the output will be 1,00,000,000
pounds. There Is one item, a by-pro-
duct, which Is never alluded to 
when
Motrees Cow, or SU Cow, is consid-
ered. Our gold production h about
$-.1,000.000 a year at present. That
is a vast sum of money. Yet the tak-
ings of our row yards and stalls for
the fertilization of crops are esthmat-
ed to be worth in cold cash 
elgOt
times as much, or $648.000,00
0!
Such figures are bewildering. Th
ey
stagger humanity.— !few York
Press
The Wise Man.
Onoe upon a time there was a poor,
over-worked Muck Raker who had
become tired of his job. He was 'Raa-
b:does, and felt that his efforts were
not sPpreciateu. He had a long nose
atid wore magnifying glasses. One
day while raking assiduously be was
accosted by a stranger whose aspect
was even worse than his own. This
man was a Herald of Light His rids-
Mon was to seek out sweeetnese and
virtue in a naughty world, and he was
admirably equipped with a dark-len-
tern without any oil, and wore spec-
tacles with smoked lenses. "What
are virtue and honesty?" inquired
the Muck Stoker. "I can't tett you,"
answered lila companion sadly. 'S-
have never seen any.•• While thus
conversing, they were joined by a
:se man who proved to be a real re-
former disguised as an oculist, and
who, perceiving their error, persuad-
ed them to exchange glossies. The
remedy was simple but effectual. The
Muck Raker Is now working union
hours and is happy and contented,
while the other has already made
some most astonishing desooverlee.
Morel.: A small ray of sunshine,
if welcomed and encouraged, will of-
ten destroy an army of oftendin.g
crobes.----December Lippincott's.
Germany and Japan.
Germany and Japan were hailed as
the nations of destiny and America
named as a peesible loner in the ad-
vance of the modern world yesterday
by Hamilton W. Melee in an oration
on "Works and Days" delivered at
the sixty-fine convocation of the
 Uni-
versity of Chicago at Mandel Hall.
The SpRiker decered that II aleSS
America draws on German and Jap-
anese skill and scientific, commercial
and educational methods the will
sink to a secondary position before
the two highly trained powers in the
next fifty years.
German theroughness and combi-
nation of science and invention, to-
gether with the. discipline and skill
of the Japanese point to a probable
retiree of the United States In the
hail of netions, itcoording to 'Mr
The hick of science as a
partner to basistega and training was
called the pretatilat danger to the su-
premacy of the country,
CHURCH MUST PAY
INHERITANCE TAX
Decision Handed Down Favor-
able To State
skate Laws, Pruhibieing Bucket 
shop*
.tre Not Contrary to Consti.
tution.
$AYS THE SUPREME C
OURT.
Wit!•11:ngton. Dec. 36 —Th
e opinion
of the supreme court of the U
nited
States in the muse of the board 
of
education of the Kentucit ann
ual
conference of the Methodist Episece
Pal church vs. the state of 
Minot*,
whtch was handed down today 
by
Justice McKenna, was favorab'e 
to
Um; state,
The suit grew out of a conteution
over the paint as to w-hether the 1
411-
nee state law exempting religious
and educational Institutions fr
om
the operation of the inheritance 
tax
applies to institutions outside the
state. In the ease decided the state
authorities undertook to collect the
tax on a building in Chicago which
Wa devised by a Kentucky lady to
the church ip that state.
The Illinois courts held that the
law was intended only for the pro-
tection of state institutions, and that
It did not cover the Kentucky be-
quests. The opinion of Justice Mc-
Kenna affirmed that decision. In con-
cluding his opinion, Justice:McKean:a
paid:
"It cannot be sold that if a state
exempts a bequest to charity from
taxation it is unreasonable or arbi-
trary to require the charity to be ex-
ert eyed within her border, and for
her people whether exercised through
persons or corporations."
State Oen Prohibit Waite& ha Futures
In deciding the case of Gatersood
against the state of North Quoting',
in which Getewood was prosecuted
for keeping a bucket shop in Durham,
the Supreme court of t e United states
today in effect held the state law pro-
hibit:a% the dealing in futures to be
not reptignent to the federal consti-
tutioa. Justice White delivered the
opinion of the court affirming the de-
cision of the supreme court of North
°Molina.
\Bowen Color Pots,
There is something very remarks-
tiLe III the .liersimelete with which
Dame Nature expresses herself in
color
In olden times, before people
knew as mucb about her fascinating
ways as now, it was thought that the
flowers quite satisfied her in the mat-
ter, but today it is known that they
are only one small medium through
which she finds vent.
Over the fields she goes In early
springtime with her color pot, and
here and there, and everywbere.she
dashes her paint brush: a splash of
• a touch of violet, a band of gold,
a stripe of purple, and whole
stretches of white for contrast. The
field are finished, but the artist does
not rest Off to the mountains and
gloomy gorges she goes, boring tun-
nels here slipping through the ra-
vines there. dieing down where the
genie, and rocks hide. "They might
think I Intended to neglect them,"
says Dame Nature to herself. "No,
no, that would never do," and she
glosses over the ruby as with blood,
gives the emerald a share of 'the
same green she bestowed upon the
grass and leaves, touches the tur-
(plots to the same tint the forget-me-
riots wear, and the amethysts to
that of the heliotrope. So she goes
throtigh Or whole under-world, and
then to the sea where the fishes
dwell. Around her they circle gladly,
for they love color as well as she,and
e:lght to eeck themselves and sport
in the waters which reflect their
brilliance. The blue fish whirls by
for the stroke of her brush, the
molt for the glint of gold she espe-
cially desires, and the Paradise fish,
which perhaps of all receives the
greatest variety of tints and shades.
Coming from the ocean depths,
Dame Nature soars Into the sky
kingdom, and here, round and round
the feathered tribes whirl, as she
paints their pinions and touches to a
glorious shade the soft down of their
breast. So, everywhere, above, be-
low, she paves, and in the western
sky at nighttali she would seem to
spill all the leavings of her color Pot.
for there may be seen her red, her
blue, her orange and emerald, and
'tls from this supply the rainbow
dyes Its sample ribbons which are
flung out acme the azure sky.—To-
ledo Blade.
A New Type of Patriot.
The world's greatest authority on
flrhee works for the national govern-
ment at Washington-, Rene Bache
tells its in Technical World Magazine
for Januare. Hie name Is Theodore
0111—the multiplicity or his titles
and degrees being omitted—and be
°maples a room In the north tower
of the StnitlisOnlan Institution. To
enter that room would frighten e
timid person. It is tilled with an in-
describable litter of fishes and
snakes in big glass jars, preserved
crabs, stuffed sea-horses and other;
wonders of the mighty deep. Yet out •
of this seeming confusion have come;
great additions to the scientific
knowledge of the world. And a be-
nevolent and paternal government
pays Doctor Gill for his labors the
ruin of $1 a mouth.
The fact that the scientist has a
personal fortune of a quarter of a
million dollars, and that he is a
favorite dinner guest in Washington
society, only marks him as a member
of the nation's New Volunteers, an
arm) of wealthy men who are doing
patriotic service for their country, at
more or less financial sacrifice to
themselves.
Mr. Bache tells of many wealthy
men who are working for the gov-
ernment at paltry wages. There Is
Dr. Harrison Ge Dyer the great "bug-
ologIst" who knows more about mos-
quitoes than anyone else in the
world, working for $35 a month.
Gifford PInchort, a millionaire,works
for a slim $4,500 a year as head of-
the U. S. forestry service. Many
other promhsent men of wealth are
mentioned, who are employed In gov-
ernment work at ridiculously small
sages. With some of them, public
Spirit furnishes the inspiration; in
other instances the 
the prestige, and the opportunity of
"doing things," as Mr. Roosevelt
says, afford a more powerful incen-
tive than any desire for gala. But
whatever the motive, there 10401S to
be a new kind of aspiration—an as-
piration which produces results both
substantial and valuable to the peo-
P:er and to the country at large.
Mile-A-Minute Mediates.
"Mile-a-Minute Madness' is the
title of Walter Prichard Eaton's au-
tomobile article in 1"..te American
Magazine for December Followinc
are some of the facts about Amen
can cars deVeloped by the Vander-
bilt cup race:
"The result has been on the face
of It a victory for France each
But American builders have lea:,.
much, none tne less. A car does n,
have to win first in such a contest t
prove its staunchness and speed.
ft is still matting when the race
done that is no (mall accomP'
ment and all but one American
was running this year. Last ”qt
Tracy won third place and this yee
he drove the strictly American d•
signed Locomobile the fastest I,
the race.,--2'8 ssi.ute, SO 44 see-.
tor the 29.7 milee-70.5 miles
hour. That Tracy was not well
with the leaders at the finish we
due largely to his frequent attack
of that dread automobile ma
'tire trouble ' Wagner had
trouble,' even on the last lap. be
still won because the foreign cars al.
equipped with detachable rims. The.
carry extra rims with [filleted Hr.
on them and readjust wee es,
ing of a few bolts. It
and his mechanic just three in
to refit their wheel. The Amer;
cars, by the rules of the race rot:
pelted to use only American Inv
throughout bad no such advent
and it was this in no small pa
which kept Tracy and Le Mon so f,t
behind.
"But melte Important in the ion;
run of attomobilIng than the t •
the material of the cars and ene
American steel went through ti,
Vanderbilt Cup race with the hest
If we can build racers to stand that
strain, we can build touring cars for
all the use of commerce."
Liming the Roil for Alfalfa._
It wilt generally be necessary to
lime soils intended. for alfalfa. Fre-
quent tests with litmus paper seem
to Indicate that a large per cent. of
our soils are acid. The bacteria
which live in the nodules of legumin-
ous crops anti give them their power
to aasimilate atmospheric nitrogen do
not seem to thrive In an acid media,
and lime must be used to correct this
condition. Lime is useful in many
other ways, though it is not a direct
fertilizer, as many suppose, anti a
Word of warning on this point may
not be out of place. Lime does in-
creme the crop-yielding capacity of
the soil, because it assists In setting
free forms of potash which may not
have been available as plant food be-
fore now, and it has somewhat the
same action toward Insoluble forms of
phosphorus Resides correcting acids
lty and thus making possible the rap-
id growth of various desirable forms
of bacteria, It aide in the digestion of
vegetable matter, bringing it into
forms where it will be most useful to
the growing crop. It ameliorate,
the general condition at the 'loll
through flocculeting (dais and mak-
ing them more pools. Therefore, lim-
ing soils Intended for alfalfa le quite
as Important as increasing the vege-
table matter or adding to the a r31:-
able supply of phosphorite and pot-
ash. Prof.--A. M. Sonic in Southern




Henry Z. Diaey, the player, re-
WEDNEteDAY, DEt•EMBEIt Effs
A Cigar You'll
Enjoy to the End
Here's a cigar that doesn't get
bitter, harsh, strong or hot when it burns
near to the end. You don't have to throw a
way
this cigar one-third unsmoked, and so really get
only two-thirds of a smoke for your money.
BLACK & WHITE
Cigar —5c.
can be smoked down to the very end wit
h
the sarne enjoyment you get out of t,
he
first few puffs. It smokes the same
all the way—mild, smooth, mellow
and fragrant. This is because its
fine, imported, Havana-filler and
high-grade Sumatra wrapper are a
leaf-quality never before sold any-
where at less than 8-f or-25c.
The ow-profit plan of National Cigar Stands gives
you this 8-for-25c, cigar for 6c.
The best cigars are Deur gold Its the 2,000 Drug Store• h
aving
die Natiatial agar Stands Emblem in the window,
Ve. R. Mel'HEItsON, 3.4.5 Broadway.
F. E. DUNN, -.ernes and ('hi) Sirert
at,
J. I). WWI /N, Srtrittli and Jackson Streets.
J. C. GILBERT, 1046 Meyers Street,
PETTrrei RED CRillas PH.SitSCACI'. 12th 
and Trimble *5




Near city, fertile, high, dry land. in best neighb
o.eord;
Have just platted late lots of about five acres eac
h the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining
nest to city by Perkins
Buckner Lane Road and
feet frontage on Buckner
graveled in front of
Hinitleyille Gravel Road,
through the tract, so that
the Pines lands on west. Bounded
Creek and Pines lands between,
Illnklerille Gravel Road. Has 4138
Lane Road, said road just
this land. Has 757 feet frolic, on
and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened ro
ads. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land In 
Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres fronteskHinklevill
e road has
nice grove of forest trees on It and lays so as to make
 ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Hinklerille road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and
meats running live years.
terms. While these prices
desirability of Iota and
balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
All other lots $65 acre on same
are _uniform, there is difference in
first customers get choice. Conte
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen Iota before I
could get the parcels staked off. Foe holm or invest
ment lots
you lose opportanity If you fail to take this. On one
 lot is new
5-room hostas which Is priced at $800 additi
olee to ro,t re'




cen. toid of an experience in a
ethall country hotel in New England,
whereby the Actor was much an-
noyed by the playing of a cornet at
night by a guest whose room was
adjoining that of Dtxey.
In the morning the landlord, meet-
ing Diser on the stairs, said to hi
nt,
before the player could enter cola-.
plaint In regard to the proceedings
of the night before:
"How did you enjoy the cornet
playing in the next room?"
"Enjoy it." sneered Dixey; "why,
man alive, I spent half the night
to make the fool (cds,
A sorrowful smile crept into the
countenance of the boldface. "It
must have been a misunderstand-
ing," said he. "The gentleman who
was playing the cornet said that the
party In the next room applauded so
heartily that he went over every
piece he knew several tinies!"—Ett-
rhange.
When a mother gives a child II
sponge bath she uses is wash rag.
Somit`lawyers have the knack or
converttng poer advice into good
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life of the powder is
licitly liberated into
the dough.
No cozu se and crumbly
crust so frequent in Ills-
cuit One heaping tea-
spoonful to a quart of
flour.
The goodness of HI.
LO is protected in
moist-proof too. Con-
forms with ill pure food
laws, State and National.








Pipet; and Cigars for aceepta-
lee present' Complete line (on
splay In hieerchautne 12.50 up:
titian $100 top 00.
Cigars packed 12, 23 and 50 in
bollday box—La Bray-twin, La
Sania, El Pricipe De Gales, La
Preferencle Belmont and Gen-
eral Arthur.
ac Cigars packed 12 and zi in






tele E Annapelle and fteneer navel
anez*b*abWMer, and nqw an
Ste Ciebon etre worts of
Pee asaye a writer in the
Teabst 1 iar irdia040telgea„.s
ahlaendficiirlialfitsiestiteheasdiptfl,tledand, taond sntl taiieCHANGE IN ROUTE 1 t
OF PADUCAH LINE
Louisville And Nashville From
Louisville West
Heinierson Route to Irvington,Thence
ii Vordv die Brunch and %'L.la
Princt-ton.
TO CONNECT AT NIETROPOLIS
WO.
Niew Sebeterine Destroyer.
navel terror en tem shape of
aria* tkittroyer has just
by Lewis Nixon, a grad-
•
Yee Areas ars being kept a geeire4
Waft attain patent riehts have been
trent.* by different rountriee. It La
kitamnr,',.' however, that the deetroyer
enbparines, as planned by Mx.
a(litonela searoely larger than a fine-
dem eibmarine. It Is much Ileater,
for the reason that It meet be cap-
able of being hoisted on ehipboard by
delete It wei be bola wholly of
diet dr the thinnest posetyle plates
ecaapatible with strength, and secure-
ly braced with frames. It wiil be
Metaled by a modern gasoline mo-
tor, capable of meeting great speed
for short dist-emcee. It will he armed
with a vertical torpedo-tube which
can shout n• torpedo straight down
threttgb the water at Its mark, the
slow-moving but death-dealing sub-
marihe. It is admitted that the sub-
marine heti to Reel) within twelve or
fourteen feet of the surface to be of
any dernage to the enemy, and it will
be an easy Mark for the destroyer
abootiag in its wake directly over-
time It la claimed that the new de-
stroyer can hit the mark 150 feet be-
low the surface, a depth to whith no
automeelne could possibly Rink with
seattely, forty or arty feet being as
deep as eafety ;vial permit. At greeter
depthe than thet. it Is said, the press-
sure of the rate. le so great as to
foere tha water through the seams
end bolt-holee.
Roles ft.'''. Business Snecess.
Power to see the future bat a es/t-
hen place In bustinees---en •exateedoing-
ly humble one:, hoverer. It le em-
ployed pnoteeekmally by some ladies
and glintlemen at an average price of
about a dotter a sitting, They tan
see thinganta-r off, but not the land-
lord with is coming up the stairs to
throw them out, nar the policeman
who 1.3 coming around tfie corner to
run them in. Pr. science and elairvoy
ante have no plats in the equipment
of men Who are able to make a Be-
teg In less hazardous and persecuted
ceilings,
There are plenty of infallible rules
for success. Some men who have
succeeded are rather fond. of "seine
them down for the guidance of the
young. But nobody- least of all their
au theme-ever n f al ti bl y succeeded
by them.—Will Payne in -"The Mere
incident of Failure." In January By
erybotlye.
The lees* Weeder
Cures ail kidney, bladder and rheu-
matic trouble-a; sold by J. H, Gehl.
schlaeger, 601 Broadway, Dr. B. W
Hell °aloe 2926 Olive street, St.
Louie, Mo
It has developed that there has
been a slight change in the route of
the railroad which is now being built
In pieces to make a thorough line
from Louisvil:e to Paducah. and Is
being backed by the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad company, says the
Courier-Journal. The line, as stated
before, will be from Louisville, over
the Headerson route to Irvington:
from Irvington over the Pordaville
branch to Fordsville. Already a line
is being built from Madisonville to
Hartford and a line of about twelve,
miles from Hartford to Fordsville
will have to be built giving a line
from Louisville to Madisonville.
Already the Lonisville and Nash-
ville operates a line from Madison-
ville to Providence. a distance of ten
miles. The change hat been read* inthe route west front Providence. In-
stead of building the road from Prov-
idence to Marlon, is first intimated,
it will be built to Princeton, where
two lines of the Illincris Central cross.
From Princeton the line will be built
to Paducah, a distance of 50 miles,
and from there to Metropolis,
where a northern connection will be
made.
"The line from Madisonville to
Princeton " said a well-posted busi-
ness man, "will penetrate the rith-
nt coal fields of the state, which so
far bad hut poor outlet. What the
Louisvilled Nashville Railroad Co.
is after is a direct line from the coal
fields of Western Kentucky to Louis-
ville. whicb it has not now. The Illi-
nois Central has practically had a
monopoly on the coal business from
Western Kentucky to Louisville up
to this time. No one thing has had
muse to do with the recent scarcity
of coal and of cars. Two lines pene-
rating the coal fields will give a bet-
ter outlet and give all operators a
chance to pot thee coal on the Louis-
vl7k market.
"Although the Louisville and Nash
vine Mit-lain are unwilling to 
sayve
that they are behind the construc-
tion of th.o road from Madisonle to
Hartford, yet I know it to be a fact
that they are. in fact, one of the
' pi the,Loattesillale •
'shit e railroad was very anxious
to find out where the Courier-Jour-
nal got its Information that the com-
pany was preparing to Invade the Pa-
ducah territory with a line from
Louisville. A better thing could nev-
er happen for Louisville than the con
struction of the line invading the
Western Kentncky coal fields hr the
Louisville and Nashville, and it Is
abiolutely a saver for the coal opera-
tors.
"The reason why the percentage
of cars furnished coal operators
along the Illinois Central ruilroad in
Kentucky Is smaller than the Louis-
ville and Nashville railroad is evi-
dent to me. The moat of the coal on
the Illinois Central is hauled to Chi-
cago, whereas the Louisville and
Nashville takes It to Louisville or
Cincinnati. Of course there Is no
blame against the Illinois Central for
wanting long hauls and wanting to
play into the hands of Chicago. but
Louisville people are interested in
the growth arid development of Lou-
isville and Kentucky."
It take* a brave man to tell a we
man that her hat Is not on straight
Sifter the has left the house.
LEARNING FORM THE JAPANESE.
In a few respects the qualities of
the people of Japan are worth ths
study of the most advanced races of
the earth, but it is easy to go into an
idealization of then points far be-
yond their material value. The polite-
ness of the Japanese, their considers-
don for each other and freedom from
rowdyism are commendable traits Mad
Proofs of civilization. Their poetic
enjoyment of nature has a kinship
with the spirit of the ancient Greeks
Their courage, which has a basis of
fatalism, is admitted. In Gee partic-
ular they equal the Turks. In patri-
otic devotion, mixed with pmeasured
pride in an extremely ord dynasty,
they are capable of any sacrifice
Patient Industry, adaptive quickness
and manualt skill are among their best
capabilities. Some of these daarac-
teristics are due to the dense popu-
lation of the few islands composing
the empire. Where the average of
people is hundreds to the vinare mile
there must be civility or a state of
war. Minute training is a result to*
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means and bow wages. Freedom from
riellapiem is an unquestionable vir-
tue, and, like the politeness, comes in
some degree (torn the terms on which
a populous society is carried on
Quickness in imitation is an evident
Japanese gift.
But to ny that we have as much
to learn front the Japanese as the
Japanee hove to learn from us is an
extravagant statement of the case
Racially, speaking in the physical
sense, the people of the United States
have no desire or intention to take
anything from the Mongolian stock.
The Japanese are undersised, and not
handsome according to any occidental
standard. No intermingelas of their
strain of blood is wanted or could be
viewed as other than • lowering of
the highest physical development and
personal comeliness. -We're as
good Its you," is something the yel-
low races cannot assert in a physical
sense. There is a proper pride of
pure blood, and the white race will
tolerate no Yellow or other blend of a
degenerate nature. In this funda-
mental respect Americans propose to
Learn nothing from the Japanese. The
Japanese are more than welcome to
keep their own strain of blood, their
type of countenance and stature from
any American admixture, A barrier
line exists here that can never be
massed and nothing can go into treat-
ies that will alter the natural fiat
against miscegenetory ideas. There
are already too niftily mongrels in the
world and the white race is not in
favor of their increase. Between the
white and yellow races little In Com-
mon exists In social methods and as-
pirations. While the Japanese are
an Interesting and deserving people,
Americans do not want them for kin-
folks.
Not much of value was obtained
from the Japanese when communica-
tion was first opened about fifty years
ago. They have learned a vast deal
from the white race and been acute
In the application of the borrowed
knowledge. Their navies and military
science are modeled from the nations
of the west. Their machinery and
practical science are copied from the
same source, and so are their toll-
roads, eleetrie appliance. and com-
mercial methods. Their constitutional
forms of government are wholly imi-
tative. The torpedoes with which
they stole a march on the Russian
ships were invented by Americans.
Englishmen or Frenchmen. Their lat-
est weer was with a topheavy auto-
cracy bent on wicked territorial ag-
gression. They would be foolish to
plume themselves on that conflict as
a true test of racial superiority or
equiltity. When the tenth is calmly
analysed it will be perceived that the
people of the United States have lit-
tle that they can learn from the esp-
anese with any advantage to them-
selves. The progress of the white
race was satlafactory during the cent-
uries that Japan was (sealed against
all foreign intercourse. What went
on during that period amass the Jap-
image was of little consequence to the
rest of mankind.—St. Louis Globe-
Democrat.
COAL GRAB CAUSF-el SUFFER' \e,
Fuel Famine Along the Burlington
Due to Comfietetion of Shipments.
Omeha. Neb., Dec. 26 —Judge Mun
Ter tcday teemed an injunction pro-
hibltirg the Bierlington retread from
ssonfissatiag rote belonging to J. E.
Woodward & Co., who have mines at
Diets, Wyo., and en -route to towns
where there was a fuel famine.
Al suit to reverter $2.0,4100 the value
of the core alleged to have been
eeizel flaunt title company in the ease
two months, was flied. More than a
hundred carloads have been taken,
etr1 the mining company has only
learned or the proceeding through
orielaires of CnaiOnlerP
The ralinond seems emergency
lusteled the proceeding, and has of-
fenee to pay nt the cost of production.
rtys coal taelzed, say the plaintiffs in
'heir etaititon. would have relieved
'he fuel fenithoe materially In certain
weetweetern towns,
efOR(MIN) FEARS ReNDIT CHIEF
Govertmeont Anticipates Attempt to
Wage War on &Mane; Forces,
Tangier, Dec. 2,6.--It is reported
here that ibaisuli, the bandit 'leader
who has been in control of territory
in she neighborhood of Tangier, I.
tctively engaged in arming bands of
men, and there la much anxiety here
Is to Whether lee will fight the mil-
'an's fortes -or not. The government
'roomer, tittder the commend of Sid Mo-
learntred Onittbas, minister of war, are
in camp near here. They number over
2.000 men and .vre better equiPPed
lhan is usital with the enittan'e gol-
d ter*.
Life never proposes a problem to
any man greater than his ability to
solve.
In a New Haven Y. M. C. A. a
Title study class of Hebrew boys Is
eudying the Old Tenement.
Gins brushes are used by artists






Damage Will .tinount to, %b-out teeoe
omit, Only Pertialls emered
Insurance.
ORIGIN IW FIRE UNKNOWN.
Columbus, Ky., on the alleseeippi
river a short distance from %Vicki:ff.
was vieited by a destructive fine
morning shortie after 1 o'clock, and
the damage is roughly estimated at
$3.0,000, partly covered by rtnesurelo-t
The fire originated in the WI
building, in which the branch °m,-
of the Cumber! and Telephone com-
pany is located. It rapidly weed
until ati}oLning bui:dings were con-
sumed. The rouse is unknown.
The Wrighe buiMing, being occu-
pied, by the town daneing hall, tele-
phone company office and a few tiriv
ate offices, was tot all deetroyed.
The Mon, Helley a Moss general
merehandaee stone neat door was ewe_
pietely destroyed
The Columbus hank building was
partial', destroyed but the books
and reiluable papers remain intact.
The first news of the fire remelted
Paducah t h rough u telepbene mes-
sage to headquarters telling of the
burning of the exchange building.
EXPANSION OF COM MERCE.
A study of the foreign trade of the
various nations shows an expansion
which gives some Indication of thevast development In commerce, and
Industry thronatoat all the civ ,Leed
world. Funnier as we are in this
couetry with the great increase in
the foreign trade of the United States
our imports and exports now aggre-
gating over $3.0eti,000.000. we are
not quite so familiar as we should
be with the fact that a similar ex-
pansion is going on elsewhere. The
Iron and Coal Trade. Review of Lon-
don, In disrunine this situation,
says:
One of the wonders of the modern
world-.-ea wonder muoih greater In its
origin, its theelopment and its act-
ual magnitude than any one of the
seven wonders of the Old World--is
the extraordinary large international
trade of the United Kingdom, both
absolutely and relatively to that of
other countries. Th:s phenomenon
has probably been as marked In 1901'
as in any previews year, if, indeed,
it Is not more BO
Then pointing out that the United
Kingdom has less than one-half as
great a population as the United
State*, and that its,reourceso are lose
thas ours, the -Review shows that for
the first eight months of the present
calendar year the United Kingdom
has beaten the Crete(' States alike ia
Import and export trade, and that
the total volume of the, two has ex-
ceeled by over $9041,004.000 the
vale, of the corresponding trade of
the United States. Commenting on
this the Review says:
The principal element.; In the huge
volume of differences represented In
these figures consist In our exports of
iccal and icon and our imports of Won
ore and Iron products. in these we
are ahead of all other nations. The
United Kingdom excels In two other
directions. We consume a much
larger volume of non-Indigenous
toad than the Pnited States, and we
ace ab o greater per capita buyers of
articles de luxe, among which wines
and tobacco in its various forms oe-
cupt a prominent Position.
The condition Which prevails in
Great Britain as to foreign trade are
likewise seen in Germany whose for-
eign commerce for 19eG is exceeding
anything in the previous history of
that country. The Increase in the
Imports and exports f ditt-
ies the first six * of this year
haa been $2i0'neroaeotao over the cor-
responding time of last year. Ference
hao likewise increased, and in the
first eight months of the year the
gain was $.1.0,0,0/40e000, while Bel-
gium shows a gain of $85,004).e00.
Other countries, are also showing a
material increase. Egypt
British India and Canada all being in
the list of cou tries whose foreign
trade is expanding, Japan elope of
all the leading countries being the
only one that has materially reduced
her imports Commenting on the
gain In Germany and France the Re-
view says:
, This Is a stupendous stride when
one recollects what -a relatively small
thing the foreign commerce of Ger-
many was only a few years ago. The
iron and steel exports and both the
Imports and experts of coal have
Played a prominent part In the Ger-
man expansion of the present year.
Alike in the lm one and in the ex-
ports of coal, the development in
1906 has exceeded that of any prev-
ious year. This has also been the
ease with the imports of Iron ore and
the exports of Iron and steel. One
of the explanations of the large in-
crease in German Imports has .been
the greater volume of iron ore.
which Germany increasinely calls for
and has Increasing difficulty In pro-
curing. The proenects of the future
in this respect are not satisfactory to
German ironmasters, seeing that Swe-
den and Spain. ere alike looking for-
ward to limitation of ore exports by
if glass fibres as thin as spun silk. 'taxation or otherwise. France is In- era' Record.
PAGE 1HRIES.
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Louisville . ...... 9.1
Mt. Carmel ... 8.0
Nashville . ... . .11.5




1.1 fall Every Monday
4-6 fall Stle of Stocks, New York Stock Exchange3.5 fall
1.6 fall
11. fail Completedetails of miles of stocks, number of abates sold, first, high, owand last price, hieb and low prices during current year, and range for pre-vious year. Amount of each issue of capital stuck outstanding, with par
3.4 fall atetimely Quotations on Inactive Stocks80 fall
2.41 fall "tick which have not been traded in during the week are placed in a!able by themselves, with date upon which they were last dealt In antifall • price of sale, range for the year and dividend and capitalization statistIcs.05 fall
Bond Transactions on the New iork Stock Exchange
FINANCIAL FACTS
Those members of the different
boat crews who are sober this morn-
ing, are busy rounding up the other
rnetterers who celebrated too exten-
sively yesterday. The wharf is ening*
ly dun compared with. the setivity of
the pree•heist mas trade. Only one
packet touched at the wharf yester-
day
The John S. Hopkins come in from
Evansville yesterday morning an
before noon on the .•
trip. Thetas will be a packet or'
every other day In the Evanmeee
trade while the Joe Fowler is tied .up
for overhauling.
The new *earner John A Patton
arrived late Monday afternoon from
leutsville and today is receieng re-
pairs to her boilers, and erstiahly wail
get away for Chattanooga tonight or
in the morning.
The towboat Oondor arrived yes-
terday from Jtoppa to spend the day
here and reterned this morales to
work. The crew "got theirs'
"Me" ('arrow, a sawyer at the dry
docket, took an involuntary eating*
into the cold river yesterday from the
docks while morale a barge. He
Nos he generally takes his anneal
bath on New Year's, but le several
days ahead.
A rain the eehed ule of the Button!
has been changed and that steamer
will leave here on Sundays and Tues-
days. The latetorff will not are;
here until next Sunday and then we
leave for Cerriverville on the abort
trip.
Emersorea alhoZ boat arrived Mon-
day afternoon to go Into winter quNr-
ter..
A good Stetson hat was found float
log in the river nate the dry docks
this morning. It waa sold by a Vie-
burg dereer and Probably wee lest in
imam eetrandroet, (scuffle or from some
rivertnan who was "all in."
The Chariest Boeckler pattaed down
from Cincinnati for the ailearbeippl
dyer yesterday.
Ttre Harvester left today for Pete-
burg after having been here several
days.
The City of Memphis arrived- Mon-
day night from the Tennessee river
and Is tied up fn the mouth of the
Tennessee for or, week or longer.
The J. B. Finley passed down yes-
terday with a tow of to barges of
coal. At Cairo the tow et-ruck ti,e
bridge and two barges sank..
The river fell .5 In the last
hours, the etre this morning bees:
30. 4.
Open the bowela----DeWItt's Little
Early Risers are recommended and
sold by Lang Bros.
The ordinary man would tell fewer
lies if other men did not ask him
so many questions.
Nobody but a real hero will go Into
a battle when he knows the enemy
Is going to defeat him.
creasing her imports of coal and iron
ore and her exports of raw and fin-
ished iron and steel. This process is
likely to continue.
This world-wide expansion of
commerce is one of the most remark-
able events of madern times. In con-
aftiering trade conditions it has not
been taken fully into aceount by the
majority of people, and hence their
failure to fully grasp the wonderful
business aced' which le prevailing
throughout eris yeerld.--Manufactor- "Als, Reginald,
Accurately, Completely and Conveniently
Presented.
The New York Times Weekly Financial Quotation Review
Total sales, high, Pow, alerting and Let hid and asked pref.% for both
active bonds and Inactive bonds as ttell as government and state bonds.
Outside Securities
Latest quotations, with capital and dividend rates oof the erre test No
York banks, trust and surety companies, as companiea.
insurance companies. stet railways, and shares of matewe p
mining concerns, and 
i 
railroad and industrial oollaterai trust notes,with dates of matur e. Interest, and approximate yield.
Declared Dividends
Stand 1 nif and continous record ef dividends dett
with date of opening and closing of hooks, date i
dela upon which stock must be held in order to setae, tee it. lie Lai.
Out of Town Stock Exchanges
Reports of transactions of stock exchanges of Philadelptea. Baltimore
i'.14(0, Beaten and other dee&
Railroad Earnings
Monthly returns of all the great railroads and In iustrial companies cart •
fully tahti'at .
Bank Clearings—New York and Out of Town
Tables of clearings of New York City banal., New York hook strierreent- -
clearings of banks of principal cities of the country for preceding week:statements of the banks I of England, France and German',. table Orieldaily quotations for call and time money through the week, and rates of
sterling exchange
Chronology of the Week .
Reeord of events In the financial markets of special interest to those wteoowing to the nature I if their busines.s, must follow the atone of thesemarkets.
Sample Copy on Request.
lanai Sitbseristiss SI 01; vitt Smashes liar MN.
&he New York Times
-All the Newg That's Fit to Print. '
Times Square, New York City, N. Y.
Who Gets the Present?
Holders of the following cash sales tickets can get the pre.-
eats as indicated.
PS Isloislip Or rridir
sr %rift
let prize (big doll) 4212 6462 Mill
and prize  ...nib 7207 863v
3rd prize (gold pen) ........ ...Min 7228 fel
4th prise e • .8024 8650 6114
5;h prise  .• .7716 6874 7SP-4
6th prise —7491 8293 or-.
7th prize  .7540 7036 
II8th prise  , .6185 8133
9th prize  .747:1 6663 elite Loss .
10th prize  . 7423 8271 ' R20; Los
As shown above, there are three numbers on each prise. Ire
the holders of the tickets In the first column fail to claim the
presoonte by Friday, the holders of the tickets in the second vol-
ution can get the prize. On Saturday the tickets shown in the
third column are entitled to the prizes ir they have net been
previously delivered.
D. E. WILSON
Book and Music Man at Harbour's De•
partrnent Store.
BUT IT'S HARD ON THE HORSE.
a
%wed, is doter









BY ME SUN PUBLISHING CO.
INCORPORATED
F M. Fistar.R, Pr,itdent.
E. Y. PAXTON. General allau«ser
SUIDICRIPTION IRATESs
Othatsred at the postodle• at Paducah.
Ky., as se•ond etas. matter.)
THE DAILY SUN
By carrier. Ircr week $ .1')
By mail, per month, in advance .25
c By mail, per year, In adVellee 2.6u
TRW WISEILLY
Per year. by mail. AAmItAlt• Paid—MOO
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Ky._
*Ince. 116 South Third. Phones III
Payne is Young, Chicago and New
• Cork reprewrortattvee._ 
THE St•N can be found at the follow-
' yr places:
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CIRCULiTION STATEMENT.
Not ember—I 906.
1  1913 16  3926
2  44169 17 3939
3. "936 19 3892
5  464)6 2,0 3876
6 3920 21 3864
7  39::3 22 3872
8 19t0 23 3888
9 eine 24 3897
10 1917 26 3889
12  1958 27 3Ss6
13  4023 28 31193
14 '1975 If 3801
15 3968 30 39433
TOTAL  102,888
Average for Novemoer, 1906  3957
Average for November, 110J3  3719
Increase  238
Personally appeared before me,
VII lie. Dec. 1. 1106, E. J. Paxton, gen-
e manager of The Sun, who af-
t that the above statement of
leas circulation of The Sun for the
...Mouth of Nov., 1906, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Putile.




"A meg wil, nevke regret having
done the flung approved by his smite
of seri f - woortaineee."
Despite the flank attacks of tbe
Seaga kitanorlets and the direct .pro-
AO. test* dilteroWipromising minds. ath-
letke a iehoolit. instead nf waning,
are eprandlon until Rom college to
academy and thence to High school.
they are now considered as a depart-
eaI of ,Ibe attention and en-
enttragemgpt of the faculty. The rea-
son ehoo men cultivate ports so
assiduously is plain to see; they are
thus enabled It, keep in school, and
enthusiaseleallly 'In school, the full-
blooded Sinrestrainable youth, who
heretofore has bere.quItting in the
eighth wade, they diminish the to..
of tobacco and narcotics among the
boys In training: they Mater a de-
sire for muscular development in
-youths that gives promise of a new
generation of physical giants. Athlet-
ics as manifceted In the rougher
games are of no direet benefit physi-
tally to the scholars, because only
those who do not need the training
are able to play the 'einem, but the
example set by the players and the
pride they inetel In the schooeserve
to create a merit of entreaties in the
yonthe of the ,ower grade. Boys will
be boys and anything that will keep
? the boy e in school, maintain their
, 1••-• interest and encourage them to vol-.
abstain from things hurtfulr-
.viceal. moral and intellect-




ee. ; carried out a plan
the membership of that
)o-r.it ...eition. that might be tried by
tee Commercial club In Pada, ah. A
field day was designated and on that
occasion the members devoted a cer-
tain amount of time to canvassing
for memberehip. The result was an
addeion of several hundred names
In the roseer it required only a short
time to do it. If each Member of the
Commercial club should set ant to
get one new member, the enrollment
would be doubled in just about 15
minutes. Each member knows one
man, who has enough confidence in
him to believe him when he says the
Commercial club is a good thing. The
heneflts.of the club are proportion-
ate to the amount of money invest-
ed. Those, who have paid flutes should
try to get more to join in order to
reelixelmore on the investment they
have made. It is so simple, and the
Induteement of one man to join is
easily aceoinplished that we cannot
understand why there are not 300
Members in the club.
 ot—
Already a number of name. have
been tentativelj suggeeted for the
O. Republican nomination for governor
In Kentock% and found wanting.
• But wc ohs eve with pleasure that
the merits of Indite Janice Breathitt,
Atrf HopkIneville, and Judge William
'MR, of Louisville, both men, with
• ,ave , been hoeored by their party
Reek neighbors, entl both free
I are being fa-
ts- -parts of filet
No better men Could be se.'
leeted, sad both their natnes should
appear on the ticket next fail, otie
to .cad it and the other for attorney
general.
How can requite say in a breath
that the tariff did not accomplish
what is claimed for it and that for-
eign countries will establish retalia-
tory tariffs. Why do not foreign
countries profit by our experience. or
do they not? It would be more con-
sistent, to say they will follow the
example of our simmer so far as they
are able; but fortunately for us,
none other has-tbe varied resources
or climate and soil, in so compact a
territory.
And, now, our minds turn lightly
to thoughts of New Year's resolu-
tion. Must peOp e will take advant-
age of the opportunity to "swear off"
some had habit. that they knew was
harruful wnen they contracted it.
There is no occasion for resolutions
not to 4o things. Resolutions should
always be positive. Try resolving to
do something during the year. and
bet: how much easier it isibo live up
to the esolution. Don't Ilwear Off:
jut quit
Lord Kitchener, he of the cold
mien, the disciplanarlan, whose
heartless thoroughness brought glory
to the British arms, the 'one man,
whom the Ferenc of South Africa, the
mutineers of India and the savage
hordes of the Soudan tried in vain
to capture, has at last surrendered.
The wiles of a beautiful Louisville
widow ambushed the Wary strategist.
In Chicago the Republicans an-
nounce B. E. Sunny as candidate for
major. B E. Sunny should be his
own platform
A white Christmas and a merry
One in Paducah
BRITISH AMBASSADOR.
Sir Ileary Mortimer Durand has
presented his letters of recall as
Breath ambassador at Washington.
and he is to be succeeded by Mr.
James Bryce, now chief secretary for
Deland.
Mr. FInee was born in Selfazelre-
land, in 1S3a. and Was educated at
Glasgow Univeraity. As early as 1864
the publication of he monograph on
"The Holy Roman Empire" gave
him a reputation as an historical
writer of singular insight. In 1867
he became a barrister at Lincoln's
Inn and practiced till 1/1112, when he
was appointed 'Regius Professor of
Civil Law at Oxford. a place that he
held fcrr 23 y 'ant. He entered politi-
cs' life In WM, when he was elected
to parliament and took advanced
ground as. a Liberal. Mr. Bryce. how-
ever, is b. -T known in the United
States as the author of "The Ameri-
can Commonwealth," a work in
which he t.ave his impressions and
studies d,,riiug three visits to this
country. The last edition was pub-
lished In 11495. It is generally ad-
mitted that of all foreign visitors to
The United States he has most fully
grasped and presented the nature of
out institutions and conimented up-
on them with ilistingulehed
His terming to the United States.
evereforie is peculiarly grateful to
the people-- Courier-Journal.
•
IMPRISONED IN OFFICIF SAFI:
Indiana S Nhcial Narrowly Il.cape.
Spr•orling Chrlattnaa in Vault.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Dec. 26.-- Ed-
ward G. Wileon, president of the
board of trustees of the Indiana
School for Feeble Minded Youth, had
a harrowing experience today as a
result of unwittingly locking himself
in the vault in his office. Mr. Wilson
had entered the vault to get sorae
papers, and while thus engaged the
door sweet( to and he heard the lock
click behind hint before he realized
that he eat a prisonst. The tutor
fined man resorted to every kind of
an ontc:y that he could invent, but
no one was atiracted by it. 41e wa
conscious that the pound-of his voice
hardly remelted the office through
the thick walls orthe vault, but he
continued his efforts to *Meet at-
tention for snore than an hour. Af-
ter being imprisoned for what seem-
ed an age. he heard some one enter
the office. lie reaewed his cries for
help. and as soon as the sound of
his voice could be definitely located
the door was unlocked and the int-
prieoned man WU Wt at liberty.
•1Sli DON eTIONS.
Five Hundred Will ieend %Holm on
Themeless,.
The donation, for the Oheiremaa
tree to be given by the Rev. and NI rs.
W 'at the Rescue leaser!'
Friday night have been very gen-
eitme and the prooperla are for the
nee, sneeeesifill tree the mission has
pet given. The merely-Ante have•donet-
ed liberally frem their remnant *de lei
of (lbristnias goods, one firm est:1y
sending in tin) hats.
-We can use s groat many fieriest
yet,- .said Mrs. eleilee Itelay, teruil
any one who has anything to donate
will teasehone us we stall seri. d our
SUBSCRIBE MONEY POOR REMEMBERED
FOR GLASS PLANT ON CHRISTMAS DAY
At Meeting At Commercial
Club !WORM
Prop...1110n is Nun- 1.11 to Ittedness
Hr.w Or Paducah and Is Well
I'ittIrre.trs4.
PAYROLL IS $3,5t00 THE WEEK
IT is now up to the business men,
That was the sentiment expressed
at a meeting in the Commercial club
rooms this morning in regard to. the
glass plant. which will come here
from the Aeon. Ill., district if a bo-
nus of $15,000 Is raised. There were
$23.5.00 subscribed at the meeting
'this morning and another meeting
wie he held tomorrow. Subscription
este will be passed among 'thebusi-
ness men by a committee, which has
thoroughly investigated the proposi-
tion, and is satisfied that It is bona
6th-.
The glass plant will employ 130
Men the first Year, and increase to
2111 the second. The pay roll will be
$:teout the week. Glass blowers and
experts are paid from $R to $12 the
day.
Paducah is weli located with ref-
erence to the material supply and-
offers a base for a southern trade.
which the concern has worked up.
One tufty has offered the concern
$25.000 to locate there and another
has offered $20,060, but Paducan's
location ia in her favor, and the con-
cern asks only enough to cover ex-





The following little poem was weft
ten by one of the be-t knos it men in
Paducah. It was an inspiration due
to a rummage through an old cheat.
when In looking for some trifles, he
found the first pair of sox he ever
wore. He showed the composition to
a number of his friends and at their
repiest gave it to The Sun for pub-
lication on the eonditien that his
name Ire eithheld.
"Only a Little Pair of Baby Shoes"
Only a little pair of baby socks mi.,'
mother knit for nee
They are.fte sweetest and euteet lit-
tle 'Or of socks ever you did este.
()hi how 1 love the children for they
reeled me when I leas young.
Sitting on mother's knee when she
was knitting that little pair of
baby socks for me.
Only a Mee pair of baby rocks my
mother knit for me,
Others had preperty, stocks and
bonds galore: but they ere gone,
Squandered by society whk-h they
worshipped evermore
Their children sere neglected, their
papa was dejected, and when
their
Mother called she was snubbed, Ohl
how happy that family riots)
would be
If that neither had remained at home,
her baby on her lenee
And knit a lat. * pair of bab) sotkis
like nerther krill for me
Now I am old and gray, soon shall
pkoks as-at.
But shen Christmas cornea in happy
dreams l'nt young anti gay.
And hang up my little pair of bebY
wick* thto mother knit fir me.
When time or tide shell wash me
Brom this earthly *hoe),
I'll .be met and led by 'toying hands
back to my same old happy home
Transplanted In the sky I'll be reborn
In baby form rocked to seem, on
mother's knee.
And then can wear that little pair of





New Year's now is on de way,
[Heaps of fun before us.
Obris.t films day done pass awitir;
Fleney, jine de chorus.
If one day don't suit you, why,
retell 'be plenty mo' to try;
Gil a good one by an by;
Haney. jthe de chores.
Maybe storm clouds in de sky
Ila-ng a-tbrettenite o'er us;
fiunnitine Cittrtln• by an' by •
Honey, en° de chorus.
Dili here life Is Mk e a none—
Some time end an' someNine *rang,"g"" fart. iW° expect Some time short an' some time long,people at the 'tree, and, of cottree. 
Honey, line de choruswill require a good deal to ger
n.arounw Conatitutio."
Poem After Yeomen.
Warrenton. Mcr , Dec 2(1.---A pose
heeded by United States Mamba.] Mtn--
lichee is in puirsult of a gang, a hteh
es-rim- this morning blew a safe to the
Wsnenten postnfikas. *coifs worth
$1,24)4. (-Leah, hooka end No tilt Ilion.,"
order* sere otolen The sioter-in-14.
of NI{Irs1,11 Morishe is postruttresa,
BOST UPSETS; SIXTEEN DROWN
Ar•sidenta Corti% Many Live« oil the
Coast of Jawlike.
Kingston Jamaica, Dec. 26.— A
r:sailboat with 25 pemere. on hoard
was overturned that eltedfning near
tiontegili Bay. Bliteen of the passen-
gers were &veined
Elks And I "Ilion Rescue Mis-
sion ('are For Many
Many I:amities Reel' i V !IMAM Of
Food and Clothing—Katt-tattoo
Army.
CHARITY CLUB EXTENDS AID
The poor of Paducah were well
looked after yesterday. The Salva-
tion Army, the Union Rescue Mis-
sion, the Elks assisted by the po-
lice and the colored charity organi-
sation, went into the highways and
byway* and found where want was
moat pressing, and there food and
clothing and playthings for the chil-
dren were taken.
A most systematic canvass was
made by the police, and patrolmen re
ported (o headquarters every case of
destitution on their beats. Chief of
Police James Collins was confident
That not a deserving white case was
overlooked.
The Ibit of names and addresses
was submitted to the Elks, and Sun-
day 150 baskets were distributed by
a halt dozen wagons. Monday nearly
50 more were taken around.
From the Union Rescue Mission
approximat, ly 100 baskets were ta-
ken. These contained food and cloth-
ing.
It was :he most generally celebrat-
ed Chriomas ever experienced in Pa-
ducah.
The Charity (lab.
The Charity club (ski excellent
work this Christmas, but did not
distribute any thing expressly for the
holidays. Only those in need were
furnished food and clothing, and
Christmas day Mr. Jap Toner, agent
for the club. supplied seven families.
On Saturday- a dozen calls were
made and Monday a round dozen of
families were supplied again. To-
day the demand has not been Sawa(
butt the club is still furniehing food
and clothing to many
Mr. Toner has an application front
a woman of middle age who desires
work at sewing. She is an expert




TO RE REAIUTORE SOCIETY
A LL MINED.
McCracken County Nletlical Sloriety
Prepares for Year's
Program...
The committee on programs of
the McCracken County Medical PM-
( iet), has ass gned the different doc-
tors to their subjects for 1907, as
follows:
Anatomy—tic.. ri. A. Smith.
Scare G. A. Hamlett, E. W. Adams.
Physiology—Dr., L. E. Young,
Ralph Holt, Leslie Rudolph.
Chemistry—C. R. Lightfoot, W. R.
Washburn, D. T. Stuart, W. A. Mof-
fett.
Bacteriology and Pathology —E. R.
Earle, B. A. Washburn.
Practice of Medicine—Drs. S Z.
Holland. J. T. Reddick, H. P. Sights,
F. V. Kimbrought.
Pediatrics—E. R. park, B. T.Hal
V. Blythe R. C. Gore, W. T. Graves.
General Surgery—Drs. Frank
Boyd, .1. G. Brooks, J. D. Robertson,
R. E. Hearne.
Abdominal Surgery-- P. H. Stew-
art, H. C. Rivers, W. J. Bass.
Obstetrics—B, B. Griffith, H. H.
Durkee J. S. Troutman, S. L. Shel-
ton.
Gynecology— Dre Della Caldwell,
R. D. Harper. J. T. Reddick.
Dermatology—Drs. C. H. Brothers,Ns 
Blythe.
Bye—Dra. H. G. Reynolds, H. M.
Children,.
Nose and Throat—C. E. Purcel:.
Ear—H, F. Williamson.
Genito-Crinary— J. G. Brooks, I
Lyne Smith.
Materia Medic* and Therapeutics
—R. D. Harper, F. D. foyer, D. J.
Foster. •
The first meeting in 1907 will be
hold January 2, and Dr. H. P.SIghts
will read a paper on Cerebro Spinal
Meningitis. Dr. C. E. Pureell will
have a paper on Nasal Catarrh. and
Dr. C. H. Brothers will read a paper
on the Skin. The program for Janu-
ary and February. has been arrang-
ed, calling for weekly meetings.
Berkman's Printery,
New York, Dec 26.— Alexander 
0Berkman a leading anarchist, who
served 13 years in prison In Penn-
sylvania for attempting to kill Hen-
ry C. Frick during the Homestead
strike, in 1892, has opened a job
seventh street With the aid Em-
printing. office at 308 East Twenty fl-
ms Goldman, who is reputed to have
become his wifeson an anal-eidetic
plan of trial marriage. and other
friends, he spent today laving his
•tv pe and arranging his shop.
Al! the failures are SUM thr,
welted he sueeesatit if Only the,
could Mart at the top.-
•
a
We have cut the price one-third on all fancy suspenders that
sold above 75 cents.
A 24cen" tr"" 1."1 "1".".•** 81 laic,- et This' likentuckj I too.d..t
NEWS OF CHRISTMAS DAY
The Ecuador national aseetsb:y.
formally elected Gen. Efoy Altar°,
the acting pew/dent, to be conetitue
Hanel president for four years. Tha i
election of Alamo. Whcc reorked
il-rge majority of the vote* met. is
very popular.
Secretary Taft ha.« appointed a
board of officers to meet JitatitarY 15
at Springfield, Mass., for the purpose
of ascertaining a design of an auto-
matic pistol or revolver best adapted
to ful11144phe requirements of the nth-
Vary service.
J. E. Woodward & company, coal
dealers, operaeng a mine at Dietz.
Wyse, have brought suit for $2.0,010o
against the Burlington Railway (XAII-
pftny for coal alleged to have beim
(rInfitalited
The ousnmisaloners of the James-
town expoettiou hare expressed their
dissatisfaction with the present con-
detion of the proposed exhibition of
negro progress.
Commander Alfred G. Canaga, in
charge of the steam engineering de-
to.rtment of the Charleston navy
yard. died yesterday of aisildety•
A PaPer manufacturing plant at
Marietta, Ga., was Mused yesterday.
muerte a loss of armi,000 end throw
Ing RIO men out of employment.
Col. Obroncbeff. commander of the
Eight y reit Russian infantry. 'has
been killed on his orate near Lokow,
Poland, by an unknown man.
The Southern Pacific strike has sl-
ava completely closed the New °r-
isenu gateway for trertisoirtineintal
freight to western points.
The supreme court of Illenesie bee
iesued an order of absolute disbar-
Inept against B. C S. Reaugh, mate's
attorney of Vieth contiey. 918.
Harland Cleveand, one of Mein-
natl'p leading lawyers, and former
United testes diorite attorney. died
of Drigist's disease.
A esti boat with twenty-five persons
on board was overturned( near Monte-
go Say. Jamaies Sixteen of the pas-
- nze,̂ Were ti row ned
elf the late Rishop
Charles C. McCabe was held Monday
in the Fir-t Methodist Episcopal
church at Evanston. Ili.
The forty-eight hours preceding
Christ oma day were prolific of crime
and violence in many sections of the
country. c "Not a truth to
Col. J. E. Pepper, a well known
distiller of Lexington, died last night 
been given,
York.




at the Wakhn-f-Astorts hotel in Nee
grip of winter, ti.rtrilid 1141 NecriwnYgot:Thkklakndy 
have failed.
eheewhere there is Much suffering. 
And many died, slain by
Th
uf the prominent rail-road stocks on 
they as-sailed."ere was a decided sbunip in some 
The Osteopathic science
the New York exchange Monday. assailed as vigorously as ever any
Gov-. Magoon yesterday signed she new truth that has been offered the
dviseeeretaheatilwolestoinf ubaecacommigalos tore- world, but, today it is rapidly coming
Into its own, as the people become
The Supreme court of the United better acquainted with it—know it.
States adjourned until January 7. Osteopathy is an evolution of the
Good (a" ei :etas end a plate of
Mrs. Austin s tic, Its heat cakes make
a perfect breakfast.
Most people would fail short If
measured bY the golden rule,
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAli
Every done makes you lee! better. Lax- Foe
Metal your whole Insides right. Sold cm (be
atcreey-bark plan everywhere Mambo I nits.
BROTHER AND SINTER.
Kinalrip loisisivered by (`haace Re-
mark shortly Before teeemoity.
Rich-ard Watson, a miner Lying in
the mountains near Ateantic City.
Wyo., discrovered a few hours before
the time set for her marriage to him.
that a young woman who bed been
known by the name of Anus Mille
wae his own Aster. Mies Watson wee
cut), 
nearpped 
 fTmoni thronto, hOsome 
of her 
-n..when Pljebre
wee four years old, by James Mills.
who' was employed by her Wan as
a farm blind. Mills broug. her up
to believe that he was her Wier. He
brought her to the United States and
kept her with him until ten years ago,
when he deserted her In Bette, Mont.
Prom there eh* eente to Wytenteg,
where she and ViMatet thee a INes
months ago.— N Y. World,
Mrs. Austin's Buckwheat Sour Is
best of all. Don't forget to aek, your
grocer for it.
When Aecesii: fail a woman
anti; - ,,lorts to tears.
.i science of treating disease. It went
back to the first principles in nature
for its foundation, and by taking a
step backward it has made a great
stride forward.
It Is merely a common sense
treatment; a method of manipula-
tion to restore the normal conditions
of nerve control and blood supply to
,every organ of the body by removing
'the physical obstruction, or stimu-
lilting.. or preventing functional ac-
tivities, as the condition may re-
• quire.
The success I have had in Padu-
cah In treating rheumatism, neural-
nervousness, malaria conditions,
such as the tired-out, run-down feel-
ing, sick, heavy headaches, and
.stomach disorders are but a roped-
lean. of the successes of the science
,everywhere.
Come to see me at any time, and
ilet me teL you .4 Paducah people
I you know well who will vouch to
'benefits received from the treatment.
That's the best recommendation I
ran give you.
In an DR. FROAGE, 618 BrealaTii.
1 'Phone 1407.
A Christmas Gift
From  the New Store
A Price Concession on Christmas Goods
If you forgot to remember some one with a Christmas gift,
or if some one gave you some money as a gift and you wish to
purchase with it, this will interest you:
25 Per Cent Off on Smoking Jackets
and Loungiiik Robes
We have but a few left, but they are choice ones, and this reduc-
tion offers you a splendid opportunity to save money. This in-
cludes jackets and robes priced at $18 down.
One-Third Off on Suspenders
25 Per Cent Off Fine Ties
art or science has





All fine grades of ties that sold above $1 have been cut one:
fourth. Now is the time to remember a friend or lay in a supply
for yourself.
LzfriteCo
4151-04IT R. 0 n w.A
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The money you received as a
gift Christmas will more than
do its duty in the purchases of
furs or ready-to-wear garments.
We have made special prices
on all our furs and on all ready-
to-wear garments that sold
above $25 we have cut the
price in half.
Spend your Chrirtmas money
-4-bere it huvs Me most.
Ready-to-WearFurs
t LIC.IL LiNle.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
---Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-3
Broadway. Phone 196.
-The coroner's Jury at the In-
quest Into the death of Mate Ed Lan-
non, of the Joe Fowler, tonal that
ho came to his death by a pistol shot
at the hands of Charles Rachael, a
rouetebout.
-When you order a rig from us
You are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable ,..erks (not a
driver Or hostler) who writes, dies
and fills the order at appointed
time. newer Transfer Co.
--Sheriff D. D. White. of Savan-
nah. Tenn this morning took Polk
Edward White. colored, back to Ten-
nessee to finish serving oat a six
months' term In county Jail for
bonze breaking.
$1.50 books for 50c, the most as
iequaled offer ever made, the Rose of
Old St. Louis, Darrell of the Blesseul
Isle. The Man of the Hour, Dorothy
South Her Mountain Lover, Cape
Cod Folks, all go at this price, while
tbey last at R. D. Clements & Co.
-Sheriff John Ogilvie today will
leave with Florence Greer, colored,
who got four years in the Frankfort
penitentiary for robbery.
-City subset:leers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our coi
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dent1st, 300
Fraternity building.
-The Luther la-ague of the Ger-
man Lutheran church win meet to-
morrow afternoon with the Misses
Pieper at their borne on North Thir-
teenth street.
-For best coal and bundled kind-
ling. piles- 263, Johnston-Danker
Coal CO.
-Two warrants were sworn out
for Charles Smith today by Jim
Jones, one charging him with assault
with a knife with intent to kill, near
Sixth and Boyd streets yesterday,and
the second with carrying concealed a
deadly weapon.
-New shipment high-grade shoes,
Stacy-Adarra Stetson, Walkover and
Edwin Clapp at same prices. Ike Co-
hen's. 106 8. Second St.
-The Sun has redueed it. eralling
rate to out-of-town people, to 2e a
month or $2 54 year. Rend it to
one bf your former Paducah friends
as a Christmas gift. It will be ?tie
like • daily letter from home.
Phone 158 and have the paper start-
ed In time for Christmas,
--Large line unredeemed pledges
-Diamonds, high-grade watches,
genalne Parker Bros. & Smith shot-
guns, pistols, etc., at half price. Ike
Cohen, 106 S. Second street.
--Oysters. oranges and all kinds
of Christmas goods at E. Farley &
'Sons.
















III sel Inelhes. Sel Mass 43
Night Sell at Side Door.
stroy all insects on plants, and Plant
Food that will make plants grow.
Brunson, 529 Broadway.
DEATHS OF A DAY
Mrs. T. M. Houghs's'.
Mrs. T .M. Battichan, 24 years old,
vete of the master car builder of the
local Illinois Central *bole. died at
1.15 o'clock this morning of
Bright's disease at her home, 728
South Tenth stree4, after en eluees
of several months. The decee.eed _-
horn in Stephen's Point, Wig., and
had been a resident of 'Paducah five
tears. She leaves a blushes& sad
three rental sons. She wee a nessiber
of the Methodist church and e, woman
generally popular with her may.
friends and acquaintances. The tuner-
*I arrangements have sot been dell-
'Moly made The funeral will be held
at the holise tomorrow with burial in
Oak Grove cemeter/.
Ida Johneon Dien.
After lingering for hours, suffer-
ing agony from burns on all parts of
her body. Ida Johnson, 27 years old,
whose dress caught from a grate at
bar home, 1008 North Tenth street,
Monday morning succumbed at Riv-
erside hospital that night. Her body
will be taken to Benton, Ill, for
burial.
Albert Humphrey. ---
Albert Humphrey. 20 years old, a
popular youisig mill man. died Mon-
day *seeing of pneumonia. at his
home, 229 Hays avenue The burial
took place yesterday afternoon at 2




Dullness was rushing in pollee
court this morning on account of too
much Christmas (-lebreting The
docket ASA marked by few serious
oases, however.
Guy Oretelineld, colored. was Sued
and costs for using inderent lan-
guage towards Delpha White. a col-
ored paseenger in his heck.
Other cease were for minor offeee-
es. They follow Been Haskins,
drunk. $1 and cents; Sarn Ford,
drunk, $15 and costs; Andrew Mc-
Daniel, drunk, filed away; Jim Jeoes,
Charles Smith, breach of peatee, con-
tinued; Frank Mao, Tom Allard, Jim
Lowe, George Jones, breach of peace.
$10 and coots eeeh; Albert Johnson,
Charles Winte, inveseb of peace, dis-
missed; Charles Leverter, $90 and
costs; Georgia Laverter, el and coots;
Curtis Rusextrelis. $1.) and on; Ar-
th ire Threat , continued, 641 colored,
breach of the poem. Rufus Muller.
catered, petit laeoeny, held; Cliff
Lee, $10 and costs, end Ike Frogge.
dismissed. breach of peace: Wi'.1
Frazier, colored, rafting to support
Infant chilikren, $20 and coats. Rd
Mortln, Will Tanery; Pete O'Brien
and Albert ['entry, drunk, $1 end
feeds each; Cheeles Sennett $5 and
cores. and Eugene Gueen, dismissed,
breach of pewee; NV. J. Baxton, drunk,
$1 and core.
Deeds Flied,
Cleveland Likes to F. E. Rudolph,
property near Sixth and Elizabeth
streets, $40.
John F. "Myra to J H. Mitchell.
property in the Vaughan addition.
Marriage Licen4e.
Wm. W. Burradell, county, 29, to
Mary TItsworth connty, 28.
E. P. Overstreet, Massac, 24, to
Irene Samisens, Massac, 24,
C. A. Smith, Chicago. 26, to Net-
tle Clark Metropolis, 23.
Adolph Clark. city, 21, to Mary
HeIcer, city, 21.
(minty Court.
F. T. Humphrey was appointed
guardian for Era Humphrey.
Snits Filed.
George Washington Med sue
against Mettle Washington for di-
vorce on the grounds of abandon-
ment They married December, 1903,
and separated in August, 1904,
rept* andlisaraius4 Bemis
Cotillion Club's Holiday Dances.
'I he Cotillion club will have their
Christmas german tonight at the Pal-
mer house. The first figure will be-
gin promptly at 9:15 o'clock. Dr.
and Mrs. Victor Voris will lead the
german The favors will be distrib-
uted by Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus,
who have waited over especially for
this occasion.
The Hat for the New Year cotil-
lion went on today at noon at the
Roy L. Culley store. It will be given
on Monday evening the 31st.
Entre Nous Club.
Mrs. Henry Rudy is hoelees of the
Entre Nous club on Friday afternoon
at the horn of her mother, Mess. W.
A. Gardner, on leountein avenue, and
requosts every member to be preeent
promptly at 2 o'clock. The game
wi:1 begin at Chat hour, as there is
another entertainment at 4 o'clock in
the afternoon.
A
Miss Steuart to Have Heading,
Mean Auna Byrd Stewart, formerly
beadier of English at the Plideosh
High school, but now living in Cin-
cinnati, arrived today to visit Mies
Ella B. Wilhelm, of North Irefth
street. While here Miss Stewart will
give a reading at the High wheel
alias Stewart Is a very delightful
neuter.
Magazine (lab.
Mrs Armour Gardner, of Foun-.
Lain avenue, is hostess to the Maga-
zine club on Thursday afternoon at
2 o'clock at her home. The Arena,
Saturday Evening Post, The Ameri-
can. Century, Cosmopolitan. Book-
man, Booklover, Everybody's, Cur-
rent Literature, Scrap Beek are the
magazines for discussion.'
Mist Poweine Dance.
Miss Helen Powell of Fountain av-
enue, will entertain the younger so-
riety set with • danee this evening at
the Knights of Pythias ball. It will
be a pretty Christmas party.
Dance January 10.
The dance to he given by Messrs.
George lio/liday and Clarence House-
balder at the Rer Men's hall,
take place on tbe evening of January
10
Doll Party.
•Littly Mime Edith Sherrill, of Folin-
Men avenue, will entertain a number
of bet young frieods with a doll wed-
ding tomorrow afternoon at her home
Standard (lett Dances.
The Standard club gave a Chriet-
alas dance last night at the club
room on Broadwey It was a de-
lightful occaeion and largely attended
Dance Friday Evening.
There will be a dance on Friday
header t the /Led Men's hall, wilt
number of popular young men hate
the affair in charge.
Mrs. W. C. West, of HopkInsville,
spent Christmas with her sister, Mrs.
Younglove, 926 Trimble street.
Miss Helen Lowry returned Mon-
day night from an extended visit in
upper Kentucky and is at the home
of her sister, Mrs. 3. F. Smith, 1223
Broad way
Mr. Robert W. Greenfield. of Nash-
ville. Tenn.. arrived yesterday to
spend Christmas with his nieces. the
Misses Morton. of 612 Broadway.
Mr. Brack Owen went to the Car-
bondale mines on the Louisville di-
tiM of tte Illinois Central the'
morning on business.
Attorney Wiliam Marble went to
Princeton this morning on profes-
sional business.
Mrs. Joseph Mattison went to Mur-
ray this mornIng to veil
Attorney A. E. Boyd returned from
Boaz station th4s morning
Mrs. 0. B. [Reeks and children will
go to Tupeeo, Miss., today to visit
MT. Ikrencer Starke, probably the
yriaingeet drummer in Paducah, start-
ed out today on hie initial trip to
PURITY GUARANTEED.
the undersigned, hereby
guaiantee that "Lisreettni Sat-
delay Candy" Is absolutely
pure: is of the best quality,
and conforms to the standard
required in the Food and
Drug Act of June 30, 1906,
which takes effect on the 1st
day of January. 1907.
I furthermore guarantee
that ''Liggetee Saturday Can-
ny" contains no colors other
than harmless colors, and that
it is entirely free from candy
bar leners, dryers, bleachers,
parefine, burnt ember, terra
alba, barytes, talc, chrome
yellow, or other mineral sub-





Miss Minnie Robert". of New Or-
leans, is visiting in Paduvah.
Mr. E. J. Herrick will ;o to Vien-
ne. ILI., this week to visit his parante
wbece he has not seen in four yeace
Mr. Fred Kenileitet, who has been
ill of bronchitia and malarial fever
for the poet ax weeks. Is improving
slowly at Cis home, 709 Kentucky
avenue.
Mr. J. Glasgow ieturned to
Richmond, Va., last night after a few
days' visit In the City. Mrs. Glasgow
will remain several weeks with hex
sister, Are. 0. J. Ford, of North Ninth
st reet:
Mr. Sam Thomp-son. of Evansville,
I.d., r.visited his father, Mr. J. Q.
Thompson, of 707 Jones attest, yes-
ttird4
Mr. Pat Donnigme of Memphis, is
in the city.
Miss Lizzie Hastings, of Benton,is
visiting the family of Police Com-
missioner Mann Clark, e3.1 South
Sixth street.
Mr. Claude Shelton and his sister,
Miss Maud Shelton, are the guests of
Mrs. Ben Wilkerson. 219 North
Third street.
Miss Effie Smith, of Bernheim ave-
nue. is spending the holidays with
Mrs. Alma Jerrell, of Oscar.
Mrs. E. theme, of Louisville, is vis-
iting Mrs. Sol D. Dryfuss.
Miss Mamie O'Brien and Mr. Her-
bert Martin left this morning to visit
in Greenville,
Miss Flora Rohr, who has been
visiting Miss Irma Reitz Broadway.
left this morning for her home in
Evansville, Ind.
Master Ellis McNeally, who acci-
dentally shot himself in the hand
with a toy pistol last week, is im-
proving.
Mrs. Hall enittaker, of Mound
City, Ill., is visiting her mother. Mrs.
E. H. We of 412 South Ninth
street.
Mr. and Mrs. 111. L. Hooper have
gone to Clarksville. Tenn., to visit.
Mr. Edwin Wilson, of East SI
Louis, is visiting relatives in the
city.
Messrs. Bell Gardner and Herald
Be:lance left this morning for.Rus-
seliville and Trice's Mill. Ky., to vis-
it relatives.
Mr. J. Waiter Halley returned to
Monroe. Ma., today after /spending
Christmas here.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ellithorpe
left this morning for San Antonio,
Tex., after spending Chrismas here
with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs Willium F Brad-
shaw, Jr., and daughter left yester-
dte afternoon for Athens, Ga., to visit
Mrs. Bradahaw.'s miasma. Mr and
Mrs Semite White
The religion that cennot mix with




May  77; 771.
July  77% 77%
tern-
May  43% 43%
July  42% 43%
Oats--
May  35% 351e
Pork-
May  17,110 16.00
Cotton-.
Jan   9.14 5 11
Mar  9 . 44 9 . 44
May  9.66 9.63
Steels--
& N.  1 .42 % 1.42
.11 P.  1.7914 1.79%
 1.341 1.31%
St. P.  1.56
'Mo. P.  91 93 •
Penna.  1.36% 1.37%
Cop  1.12% 1.13%
Sued  l.48'41 . 48 %
Lead  69% 741%
C. F. 1.  52 52%
U. 8. P.  1.03% 1,.03%









We handle only the beat of
imported and domestic Cigars
and all boxes are put up in







Mrs. Honeymoon-My dear, I wish
you would let me have a little pin
money.
Mr. Floneymoou-All teettt, sweet
heart, How much do you need?
Mrs. llourymoon-Three hundred
dollars.
Mr. Honeymoon-Great Scott! Three
bundred dollars for pin money?
Mrs. Honeymoon-- dearest. It's
101 • diamond pin.
• Stough 1:wilinal4.
4
Ctemmy-is yer goll food o' ice
cream. Billy?
Billy-Neel!, I guess'. Say, dst goll
eats etenach iee cream to keep the en-






"Mr. links. I was pained to see you
wilt out of clzurte In the middle of my
sermon today"
"Er--er-why. you see. I mast have
walked In my sleep"-
Exact Information.
••
Mistress-And you say your brother
choked to death? What on!






"Did Europe do you good, old motor'
"I should say It did 'do' mei rre
come back broker
It's no 11%, fussing about keeping
the faith If you • a atilq keep your
friends.
-Score cards for the game rive
Hundred for gale at The San °Mee
  at Ha • .41s.s•.E•Mhttale
COMMUNITY SILVER.
The Attractiveness of our Store
is increased by our display of Community Silver. Admired
by all who see it-it would be more admired on your table.
Handsomest pattern on the market. Lasts a lifetime.
Hart Also Has
I !leery plated Tea Pots, Creams, Sugars, Spoon lloiders;ete. This
class of goods is taking the place of cut glass down east.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
ITP8.
.5
South Fifth street, 'Teter on both
noire and hetise In pp+
'$20 lei. It ('. Helens, Trueteeert
hulkling. Telephone 127.
FOR SALE--Four - room benne'
bath, hot and cold water, reintries
•
advertiser a "preferred position"- Ii II. C•
is a sort of "PUBLICITY ROUNI) l'ui141'ng Tc:ephone 127.
TAnI.E." and at a round table CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
-there's no dispute ate.et
g,),041 condition. 81,204). IClateifled advertising gives every
FOR BENI -Elegant flats, Seventh
and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott.
A Fl•RNISHED front room for
rent. Apply 509 Washington street.
FOR foldit g bed.
Apply 640 BroadwaV.
HOUSE for Tent. Apply sits Ken-
tucky avenue.
FOR RENt--kohnts- furnished or
unfurnished. for light houtekeeping.
Old phone 1388.
FOR SALE CHEAP-Sorrel horse.
four years old. Apply to E. C. Mo.
Get, 522 Jackson.
--111(7--3(ORY WOOD-Phones, old
442, New 698. Delivered promptly.
E. II. Bell & Sons.
FOlt SALE- -Hrinsehoid furniture
1.111Da I. Must be wed at once Apply
609 Keutuvky avenue,
WANTED----Good -girl to de-
Regerai house work in famlnY of t•
Ole phone 14S4-R.
-FOR ALL kinds of carpenter work
apply 0. M. Dodd, 1609 Harrison, old
phore 930.
FOR SALE-Beautiful four room
cottage, pantry, bath, hot and cold
water, sewerage, new and modern.
Seven blocks from Broadway on




nent boarders 215.00 per month. Ap-
ply 620 South Sixth street.
FOR SNLE-Nine room remideney.
bath, hot and cold water. pantry.
closets, :Argo stable, all in firet-chtss
eonidit Run. Lot 5118164) to 30 foot
paved elley and fronting Jefferson
stirealt, $ 1,7,41,0. H. C. Hollins, True-
heart hti ;dine Telephone 127.
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Office 126 South Fourth, Phone 490
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at-
tention to all estImiatea.
FOR SALE-Three room cot tag,
with 'entry: 12341 South Seventh
street. Water In idiotism Vein ILC. Hollins, Truetteart building Tele-
phone 127.
YegPffcgn clothing eileemes
wants position as eiliteing aidesaIna.
Bret of reference-s given. Aditkansin
W. B., ears' 8hanklin %Fox, Elkton,
Ky.
WANTED-A eollector. Man be-
tween the age of 21 and 30 preferred,
Experience not neceasery. Apply
202 le Kentucky avenue
FOR RENT--The store house ear-
ner Sixteenth and Tennessee streets,
Nice residence up stairs. Apply to
...lake Biederman Gm and Bak. Co
FOR SALE-Five ?swim cottage
with three closet., pantry. bath and
out buildings, lot 481165. Ten blocks
west on Trimble street, $2,'004). H.
C. Hollins, Trueheart building, Twit,-
phone 127,
WANTED--GIRLS FOR --BOT-
TLING ROOM AT DREYFUSS. WEll.
& COMPANY. 115-117 NORTH SRC
OND STREET. GOOD WAGE,' FOR
EXPERIENCED HANDS; CAN ALSO
USE INEXPERIENCED HANDS. AP-
PLY AT ONCE IN PERSON.
'FORTY-Ft VE 1110 BUCKS"
He Had When He Wont in--N
When He Came Out.
"When they bring a guy
salted with fertynlye big br•
bring hint out the next m.i-"
be stuck for having a little 4r
fun, and then for him to th, hurt
roR SALE,--Orffie bread ak.son adlh•s been leeched' for the wine, Los
goad as new. can be 'used for milk a hard pill to swallow," was
wagon; also seeond-hand declaration of Tim Lynch,a steamboatsurrVy
man off the Reaper. He chargedcheap. City Bakesry. Frank Kirehoff.
WANTE11--Posit :on by young led,'
In vestaur cot or doctor's *Moe. Oan
Igive reference. Address R. M., care
Sun.
FOR SA I desirable nine
room residence Oct North Fifth 'treat,
gas, stable and other out buildings.
Lot 461165 to graveleni alley. Gar-
gain at $4,0000. H. C. Heintz% True-
hear building. Telephone 127.
_
SEND your clothes to the Fault--
less Pressing club. 302% Broadway.
Drake & Browder. proprietors. Both
phones 1507.
FOR RENT-Four rocnii -Thouse.
good condition, water, South Seventh
street, $12.00. H. C, Hollins, True.
heart building Telephone 127.
WANTED-To learn trade, three
young men to learn marble and stone
entting traffe. Apply, to J. C. Wit-
lianieon & CO.
I FOR RENt7-1- f"iVe ro--it;m e.etage on
Hanhands street between Sixth and
•Seveugli. War furnished $13.04). H.
IC. Hollifes. Truelielert building. Tee.
phon• 127.
I E. MORGAN. blacksmith, 409
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
I work guaranteed. Exclusive agentfor Sore stone side wire tires, the
nest rubber tires mad*.
1 FOR *ENT--1 ti-roont hour* lJIM
that some one haul stolen this amount
from him 'auk n'ght while he reported
in the city jail. Lynch was one of
the many who engaged in a rough
and tumble fight near First street
and Broadway. Ile was searched
tOlt. DO money was found. He had
concealed it nicely about him person,
he said. hut not so securely thut some
fellow pH/Inner could not find it.
This morning several prisoners were
taken into Judge Cross' office and
searched but the missing 846 was not.
found.
Bally Brothers Have Duel,
Hkkinan, K'. Dee 26,---While
Sirs. sell: se Beard was away from
home at work, her two little bore.
Clarence. eked eight, sod Marl. aped
flee, got to fuessiog and threatened to
shoot each other. The smaller one.
Earl. started up into the loft to get. •
gun. The other one grit a Run down
Aides. anti Peeing his brother throu
the loft, fired throiltt a creek at him,
tearing his left arm all to pieces Tbs.
little renew was at once brought to
Dr. H. E. Prather's office where his
arm was taken off even with the
shoulder. It Was feared hp eotild sot
stand the operation, put there are
hopes of his recover,- now. Mrs.
Berird's hoshand died, about a month
ago, and their elrentnetalitoett tire very
ihed.




DIAMOND BRAND Sii0ES MADE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Last week we quoted a letter from Reir Gritfish of Texas, showing the
periority of Diamond Brand Shoes. One reason for this superiority is
that we make Diamond Brand Shoes for curry pet-ism and for every purpose.
Making shoes of  all kinds at all prices enables us to grade our leather
properly and save all waste, for thc heneit of the wearer. You get 100
cents worth of shoe ,alue in every dollar y,..1 pt for Diamond Brand shoes.
tisg .101 rit St
&peas:wirer
WE Ald E MORE f /NE SHOES THAN
ANY OTHER HOUSE IN THE WES r
4 .
Your Money
Cannot walk nor crawl away from you, nor be lost or
stolen when deposited at 4 per cent compound interest
in this bank.
iipen an account at once and get.paurself a start.
First—Rscasse it irons smoothly, not rough.
fireeond- The button holes or stud boles match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" an often seen is miettiug.
No other like it in West Kentueky. Satisfy yourself by




FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
'Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
LOUISVILLE. KY.
Premium on "Ms Thousand Dollar" straight lira policy.
.1 t 6/..it fTilt  t; 1014-i41:
oe-4 c•r.aa. tow, s• 00000 ‘54‘o.oso.a,a.o.o.s.e.s,o.t)
•
at Z. ,*.; tt"c! 9.V° t-‘11:148 61. t •—• el• tr,f! 41 8 a
101' c
4rg.3/1,7:?te:441§'!".47.-4.TC0$14.tttiVIt.It itt'SS0 OFFIC'EliS-0. L Nordernan, President: Chas. R. Norton. Vice-Preai
dent: Chas. SChtiff, georetary; Geo. C. Summers, Treasurer: Illory EnosA
Tuley, Medical Direct,* Jas. R. Durtln, General Coln:Ise'.
At ADVISORY noastr -v. II. Enwleliard, A. Y. Ford, W. H. Bradbury,
•). W. (lumber& Raba,. B. Woo Is. Fred Levy; Claude Binh's.
We retssmise the ens great and only principle in Insurance, PROTEC
1 • 
-
'ION Write or at, Agents wanted.-—
;A. WARD, District Agent, 1131 S. Fourth, Paducah. By.
les Se to SO 
GO TO HAWAII
THEN THE JAPANE&E MONS TO
THIlf PACIF'ill COAST.
Cominisaioner of Bureau of immigra-
tion Makes His itemirt to the
President.
Washington, Dec 26. --Connniseion
or Genera: Sargent, of the bureau of
immigration, who went to Honolokt
at the special request of 'President
Roosevelt to be present at the landing
of the Portuguese immigrants, celled
On the president today.
"There are probably 60,000 Jap-
anese in the Hawaiian Islands," said
Mr. Sargent. "and they are arriving
there at the rate of from 400 to 1,000
a month. The new arrivals do not
remain long on the Islande, however,
and soon go to the Pacific coast. They
are leaving in large numbers by each
steamer. In the last twelve montiut
13,60'a Japanese have gone from the
Hawaiian lelande to the mainland of
this country "
Mr. , Sargent was asked why Ms
Japanese first go to Hawaii. He ex-
plained it by saying that as he under.
stood the ease. the Japanese govern-
ment does not issue passports to the
Vatted States proper as it is unaware
shetbsr its citizens could get work
here, but the fact that there is a de-
mand for laborers in Hawaii induces
the *nue of passports to the island&
Mr *argent adnsited there was con-
it-rab:e feeling against the Japan-. .. in many port ions of the islands,
their labor la cheaper and their
--chants are underselling the Amer-
1 merchants in the islands and
tug ayay the touie previously held
:he Natter with the Japanese
Slightly oaten.
Edwin Markham, at a dinner ina. l'oik, said of mixed metaphors:
When I was teaching in Los An-• :es I used to read every week a
ale country paper whose editor's..etaphors were an unfailing Joy to
L
"Ones, I remember, this editor
wrote of a contemporary:
" 'Thus the black lie, issuing from
his base threat.becomes a boomerang
In his hand, and, hoisting him by hisr:sti petard. :eaves him • marked.in for life.'
"He said :n an article on borneAft:
• "'The faithful watchdog or his
good wife, standing at th• door, wel-
comes the master home with an hon-
est bark.'
"In an obituary of a farmer heWrote:
''The race Was run at ;est. lake,a tifedisteed, he craned the harbor
bar, and casting aside whip and spurlay dawn open that bourns from












Stock holders liability 





Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the satre
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'c'ock
Third and Broadway
TO LET
Stveral superior offices' on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American- German National Bank
227 Broadway
YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing Or Heatinz question I.; :
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor ( )fteier than not
he will refer you to
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Oas Fitting
133 South Fourth 335 Kentucky A.v.s.
Phones 201
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N. Fourth St. Phonon 157
FOR INSURANCE
Fire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, !ability,
health, marine, boiler, plate glass,
Campbell Building.
Both Phones: Office 369. Residence 726
(JUN' NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
ANIBUL.ANCE 1=2'01-2 SICK 04 INJURED
Open Day and Night.
did Phone 699 I
New Phone .334.
2•3 SOUTH THIRD STREET
Couldn't Be Seen.
Not long aft'or his introduction in-
to national life as a member of the
house, "Tim" Sull van of Tammany
coacefred a violent dislike for
the man then at the head of cue ofII e elecutive departments. It wag
observed that whenever Sul:Ivan,
Impel to his disgust, was obliged to
consult the official In question he in-
variably left in anything but the plea
sentest of hansom.
One morning Sullivan had been
(ten:inn his heels in the !secretary's
ante-room when the prlvate secrete
ry entered. saying. "T am awfully sor-
ry. Mr. Sullivan but you can't seee
tie secretary this morning"
Sullivan, by this time in a white
heat, because of his long wait. dra-
metcary exclaimed. "Merciful heav-
en! Is be el small as all that?"
Practicing By Ear.
ltlien Grover Cleveland was prac-
ticing law at Buffalo. among his as-
prelates was a young lawyer who,
though a bright fellow, was rather
Inalined to laziness. He *as forever
bothering Cleteland ahoy points of
law rather than look them up him-
self.
At last Cleveland became tired of
It. and the next time the yontla man
sanntered in. Cleveland knew what
he wanted, and. getting up, pointed
to his bookcase and said "There are
my books. You are welcome to them:
you can read up your own case."
The fellow Was caught, but be rose
to the occasion. "See here. Grover
Cleveland " he said, "I want you to
understand I don't read law. I prac-
tice entirely by ear, and you and your
hooks can go to thunder!"
Hie Property.
While Dooly was holding court in
Washington county, Georgia, a cer-
tain Geo Hanson, who was famed at
a blowhard, came In and sat down at
the side of the judge, and began to
tell him about the vast amounts of
property be owned.
"Stop hut a moment, general,"
said [Moly. "Mr. Sheriff, call in J01501
the receiver of tax returns."
In a IPR moments that worthy ap-
peared.
"Mr. Receive." said the judge.
"come up lore and make an Derefito-
ry of (Neutral Ransion's property. Re
had mistraten The for you "
Seine Paine, Itching, Scabby Skis
Dicersero.
Permanently cured by taking Botanic
mood Rainy. If you bays aches and
pains in bones, back mad Joints. Itching14,Abby Skin, Blood feels hot or thin:
Swollen Wands. Risings and Bumps on
the Skin. Mucus Patches In Mouth. SoreThroat, Pimples, or offensive eruptions;copper-colored Spots or Rash on Skin,
are run-down. or nervous; Ulcers 011
any Part of Um body. Hair or Eye-brows falling out, Carbuncles or Boils,Take lietante Iffeed Balm, svarnateedto rare even the worst and most deep-
seated cases.. Heals all sores, stops
all swellings, makes blood pure
and rich, completely changing the en-
tire body into a clean, healthy condi-
tion. B. B. B. Is the recognised blood
remedy for these conditions.
cassette Cured.
If you have a persistent Pimple,
Wart, Swellings, Shooting. Stinging
Pains., take Blood Balm and they will
disappear before they develop into Can
err. Many apparently hopeless cases of
Cancer. Suppurating Swellings, Bating
Sores or tumor cured by B. B. B.
Dotes* MONA Salm (D. S. D.) Is
Yientlatit and safe to take. Thoroughly
teated for 30 years. Composed of Pure
Botanic Ingredients. Strengthens WeakKidneys and Weak Stomachs, cures
iyi,pepsia. illarepte seat free by writ-.g mood Sidle Co. Atlanta, Ga. Soldby Drugstore Cl per lenge bottle or meetby expresso prepaid. bold IsBy., by R. Walker & W J. Liii-bert. Lass Ursa. and Alvey & Lbw.
De Witt's Kidney and Bladder
Pills quickly drive the poisons from
the system and thus afford relief. A





A southern woman, possessed of a
tender concern for the sorrows and
troubles of al: tnankind, comes
right out In The American Magazine
for December and describes what she
believes is the cause of the increas-
ingly dreadful breach between
white men and black men. She does
not sign the article— probably be-
cause what she has written is too
frank. Intimate, complete—and, in
some degree, terrible.
After an interesting and Lluminat-
lug account of personal experiences
and observation, the author pro-
ceeds to what she thinks is the real
cause of the decreasing affection be-
tween the races:
"Service has gradually become
drudgery," sbe says, "to be gotten
throug'-., wIth, to hurry back at even-
ing to the teal home interest. Pride
and concern once entered in their
'white people's possessions and so-
dal affairs. centers In their own.
"As the old servitors have died.or
given up by reason of age, the tier-
viee given by the present race of
colored house servants and field
hands has grown, indifferent, or at
best Kreonet„ Awe , the . splra
it back of it. 'In 1)ie early stage of It
the white sorplrgree remonstrated.
bum Indignant, or even Irritated.
With a home back of them and a bit
of ground, and other work easy to
obtain, suit as laundry, seamstress-
work, school teaching for the young
women, halr-waahing, etc.. and work
on the railroads, buildings factories.
etr • for the men, the colored domes-
tic promptly resented reproof for
poor service. Antagonism with no
common interest and no affection be-
tween as Of old, crept In. and, be-
hold, the condition of Mutual de-
pendence and understanding Is ap-
parently forever gone. The negro be-
ginning to specialize the duties he
will or will not do in the various ca-
pacities II domestk, why, more ser-
vants are required, with increased
wages al! around. The embarassment
to persons of moderate means is Uri-
meliate. To make this worse the
general average of competency has
fallen. Criticism, however kindly, is
resented, and the white mistress no
longer is looked on kindly in her ef-
forts to train her raw servants. In
some cases .rt certain communities I
have In mind certain white families
are boycotted for such rriticisms.and
can get no service whatever in the
neighborhood.
"Now, increasing poor service in
kitchen and house, as the higher
class of negroes withdraw more and
more from service, and even this
grudgingly ever., breed.. discomfort
and disorganization throngn a house
at on-c. The white wife and mother
to this average household has come
to excuse results to her family by
lament and complaint of the negro
attitude. And whit with this testi-
mony, added to the humiliation of
frequent change of servants, poor
service, and constantly increasing
wages a sense of general irritation
has arisen on the part of the white
hustbanda in the sonth, and also on
the part of the younger members of
the white households. Moreover,the
white man has the same conditions
lo fight with his farm !uncle, if he
employs such. I am speaking, un-
derstand, of the general sffnation as
have drawn my observations from
social visits In recent years through
Kentucky_ in Mississippi, South Car-
olina, Georgia and Florida.
"In their own condition the ne-
groes have progressed marvelously
in general Intelligence. In property
holding and in independent... war
is exactly the AM. ratio hoe hit de-
pendence on, his affection for, his




FIRE BREAKS OUT IN SEOOND
STORY OF Ile SOUTH 2ND.
Damage to the amount of $200
was done by water in extinguishing
a smouldering conflagration at the
Southern Teen and Coffee company's
store, 113 South Second street, be-
tween 8 and 9 o'clook last night. The
loss is covered by insurance.
Alarm was turned in by an at-
tache of a nearby saloon. He anielleJ
smoke and noticed it coming from
the second story window of the tea
store. The tire was located in the rear
of the second floor among a lot of
paper sacks boxes and strawberry
crates. It had done little damage, not
Saving gained any headway. Water
did the damage
The Southern Tea and Coffee Co.
is owned by the Jake Biederman Gro.
cery and Baking company. The pro-
prietor stated that the store was
closed at 4 oalmh yesterday after-
noon and as far as he knew no one
had been on the second floor that
day. Certainly, there had been no fire
on that floor. ,
Too Precipitate.
An old Scotch woman once said to
her pastor:
"Dear me! Ministers mak' muckle
ado about their hard work, but
What's two 'Its of sermons in the
weak tae mak' up? I could dot my-
self?"
"Weel Janet," replied the minis-
ter, good humoredlY, "let's hear you
try B."
"Come awe' yr a text, then "
quoth she
He repeated with emphasis: "It is
better to dwell in the corner of the
housetop than with a brawling wont-
an and in a wide house."
Janet fired up instantly. "What's
that ye say, sir! Dae ye intend any-
thing personal?"
"Stop! Stop!" broke In her pastor
"You would never do for a minister
Janet; you come over soon to tilt.
application."
Who Was Hit?
Patrick Murphy, while passing
down Aremont street. was hit on thi.
head by a brick which fell from a
building in process of construrtior.
One of the first things he did after
being taken home and put to bed
was to send for a lawyer. A few days
later he received word to call, as his
lawyer heti settled the case. He
called and received five crisp new
$100 bill. "How much did You 1;0)0-
i:it asked. "Two thousand dollars,"
answered the Lawyer. "Two thousand
and you give me $600? Say, who got
hit by that brick, you or me"--Boa.
ton Herald.
It Varied.
The late Judge Saunders of North
Carolina was noted as an anglerhut
he bad a poor memory as to the
weight of the fish be had taken On
one occasion a friend, trying to en-
trap him, said: "Bay, Judge, what
was the weight of that big catfish
you caught the other day?"
The judge turned to his waiter
and said: "Bob, what did I say that
catfish weighed?"
"What time yesterday, boss—. In
de mawnin', at dinner or after sup-
pail!"
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
drives out the cold ano stops the
cough. Contains Honey and Tar.
Free from any opiates. Conforms to
the National Pure Food and Drug
Law. Pleasant to take. Sold by Lang
Bros.
"Yes," said Mr. Sweliman "I'm
looking for a coachman." "Well, sor"
pth in the applicant, 'shure, I know
about horses an'—" "But have
Yen had any experience with an au-
tomobile?" "Not exactly, sor, but
I wuz to.eled by a bull wanst."—Ph11-
tidelphla Press.
E. C. DeWitt & Co., of Chicago, at
whose laboratory Kodol is prepared,
assures us that this remarkable di-
gestant and corrective for the stom-
ach conforms fully to all provisions
of the National Pure Pond and Drug
Law. Sold by Lang Bros.
Agent--This is the automobile
sou want. You never have to crawl
under It to fix it. Sparker—You
don't! Agent—No, If the slightest
thing goes wrong with the mechan-
ism, it instantly turns bottom aide up
Calicauoveet, the ideal medicine for
the little ones. Contains no opiates.
Conforms hilly with National Pure
Food and Drug Law. Write K. C.
DeWitt & Co.. Chicago, Ill., for the
"Baby Book." Sold by Lang Bros.
"I've got a chance," began Bor-
roughs. "to make big money on it
certain investment if I only—"
"Sorry, old man," interrupted Wise-
man, "but I Ye been trying to work
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il  REFUGEES 1
Bu A. CONAN DOYLE,
liatkor of -The Return of Sherlock Holmes-
COPYRIGHT. 1691. BY BROTIITES
 •INEWMPOINIMIP
ei„, eliiii hlieeneig—elle coin mile-had )1eltrea
to no feeling of despousieuey. Tbe in-
stant that the claug of the prison door
had assured him that lie was sate
from interruption he had felt all
round the wails and flooring to see
what manner of place thes might be.
His seareh had ended in the discovery
of a small ftreplace at one corner mad
of two great clumsy billets of wogs?.
which seemed to have been left there
to serve as pillows for the prisoners.
Having satisfied himself that the chim-
ney Was so small that it was utterly
impossible to pass even hie bead tip it,
he drew the two blocks of wood over
to the window and was able by plac-
ing one above the other amid standing
on tiptoe on the highest to reach the
bars which guarded it. Drawing him-
self up anti fixing one toe in an in-
equality of the will, be managed to
look out on to the courtyard which
they had Just quitted. The carriage
and De elvonne were passing out
through the gate Mt he looked, and be
heard a moment later the slain of the
heavy door and the clatter of hoofs
from the troop of horsemen outside.
The seneschal and his retainers had
disappeared, the torches, too, were
gone mud, save for the measured treed
of a pair of sentinels in the yard twen-
ty feet Iwneath him, all was silent
througboue the great castle.
The window leas large enough to
pass his body through if it were not
for those bars. Ile shook them and
Ming his weight upon them, but they
were as thick as Ms thumb and firmly
welded; then, getting mune strong hold
for his other foot, he supported him-
self by one hand, while he picked with
his knife at the setting of the iron. It
was cetnent, as smooth an glass and as
hard as marble. His ' knife turned
whem he tried to loosen it. But there
was ill the stone. It was sandstone.F)
not very hard. If he could cat
groo es in It he might be able to draw
out bars, cement and all. Ile sprang
dowis to the floor again and was think-
ing how he should beet set to work
when a groan drew his attention to his
companion
"Something on your mind?" said
Ansel Green. Pitting down upon his
billets of wool ••What was it. then?"
The guardsman here made a move-
ment of impoteme **Moat was it?
How iron you eel; pie when you know
an wall as l do the wretched failure
of ray ssiestree? - It was the lases
wish that tbe archbishop should marry
them. The arrbbishop should .have
been at the palace by now Ali. I tab
see the king's cabinet. I can see him
waltheg. I can see madame waiting, I
can hear them speak of the unhappy
De (satinet"
"I see all that." said the American
stolidly', "and I see something more."
"What then"
"I see tbe archbishop tying them up
together."
"lie could not be at the palaee-
"On the conte*.y. he reached the pal-
ace about half an hour ago"
De Catinat sprang to hie feet At the
palate:- he screamed. "Then who gave
him the massager
"I did." said Amos Green.
If the American had expected to sur-
prise or delight his companion by this
curt announcement he was woefuny
disappointed, for De teatime approach-
ed him with a face which was full of
sympathy and iroubM.
"My dear friend," said be, "I have
been selfish and thoughtless. That fall
from your beetle has shaken you more
than you think. Lie down upon this
straw and see if a little sleep may
nor'—
"I len you that the bishop is there"
cried Amos Orem'.
"He M. lie is," said le Catinat 'sooth-
ingly. '"He is met eertalnly there. I
trust that you bare no pain?"
The American raved in the air with
his knotted fists. -You think thit I'm
crazed." he cried. "eud. by the eternal.
you awe enough to make me so! When
I say-tent I sent the bishop I mean
that I saw to thus joie Yon ronember
when I stepped back to yonr friend the
major?"
It was the ecedieret turn to grow ex-
cited pow -* Welir he cried, gripping
the other's arm.
"Weil, when we Rend a scout iuto the
woods, If the matter is worth it. We
• send a second ouo at another hour, and
so One or other comes bark with his
hair on. That's the Iroquois faebion,
and a good fashion too."
"My God, I believe that you have
saved Me!"
"I went back to the major then, and
I naked him when he was in Paris to
pass by the archbishop's door. I show
ad him this lump of chalk. 'If we're
been there,' said I. iymi'll see a greet
erase on the left side of the doormeat
If there's no ernes, then pull the latch
and ask the bishop If he'll tome lip to
the palate as quick as his horses can
bring him.' The major started an hour
after us. He would be In Paris by Snit
past 10; the Mishap would be In his car-
riage by 11, and lie would reach Ver-
sailles' bait an hour ago—that is to say.
about half past 12. By the Lord, I
think I've driven Mtn off ble head!"
De Catinat spun round the cell now,
waving his arms mod his legs, with his
shadow capering up the wall rebind
him, all distorted In the moonlight.
"Oh, if I could but do something for
',cur' be exelainied.
"You can, then. Lie down on that
straw and go to sleep."
By persuasions and a little pushing
li• got his delighted companion on to
his couch again sqd heaped the Orme
sw114121 te perm ag a 1,1Anto.t
guarWóweaywasyijlmg dsman
that tt was logs past noon and the
sun was shining out of a cloudless blue
sky before he awoke. For a moment,
enveloped as he was in straw, and
with the rude arch of the dungeon
meeting In four rough hewn outlining%
'above bis head, be roared about him
i h2 bewilderment. Tbees lu an instantthe doings of the day before. his nits-
don, the ambuscade, his imprisonment
all flashed back to him, sad be sprang
to his feet. Hia comrade, who had
been dozing in the corner, jumped up
also at the first movement, with his
hand on his knife and a sinister
glance directed toward the door.
"Oh, it's you, is it?" said he. "I
thought it was the untu. They brought
thole two loaves and a jug of water
just about dawn, when I was settling
down for a rest."
"And did he say anything?"
"No; it was the little black one."
"Simon, they called bile."
"The same, lie laid the thiugs down
and was gone. 1 thought that maybe
If be eanie again we might get hen to
stop. elaytk If we got these stirrup
leathers round Ma ankles be would
tell us where we are aud what is te
be done with us."
"Pshiler! What does it matter since
our tultsien is done?"
"It may not matter to you—there's
no laceounting for tastes—but it mat-
ters ti zest deal to Inc. I'm not usea
to setting in n hole, like a bear In a
trap, waiting for what other folks
ch..t.iee to do with me."
"There's no help but patience, my
friend."
"I don't know that. I'd get more
belp out of a her and a few peso"
Ile opened his coat and took out a
'Mort piece of rusted iron and three
small, thick pieces of wood, sharpened
at one end.
"Where did you get those. then!"
"Those are my night's work. The
bar is the top one of the grate. I had
a job to loosen It, but there it is. The
pegs I whittlesi out of that log. You
set'. iwg number one goes in here.
where I have Meted • hole between
the stones. Then I've made this other
log into a mallet, and with two cracks
there le Inn axed so that yen ran
put your weight on it. Now them two
go in the same way into tho holes
Metre here. SO! Now, you 'WC, you can
eased vier -thew and look out of that
window without asking too much of
your toe joint. Try it."
tic Cattnat sprang up and looked
eagerly out between the bars.
eI do not know the place," mid he.
shaking his bead. "It may he any one
of thirty castles which lie upon the
south side of Paris and within six or
seven leagues of it.". I
Be was dropping back to the floor
and put his weight texts the bar. To
his amazement it came away in his
hand.
"Look. Amos; look!" be cried,
"Ab, you've found it out! Well. 1
dki that during the night. I could
make uo way with my knife, bat when
I got the bar out of the grate I man-
aged faster. I'll put this one back
now, or some of those folk down below
cosy notice that we have got it loose."
"Are they all home-
"Only the one at present, but well
get the other two out during the night.
You can take that liar out and work
with it while I use toy own picker at
the other. Tam see. the atone Is soft,
and by grinding it you soon make a
groove along which you can slip the
bar. It will be mighty queer If we
can't clear a road for ourselves before
morning."
"Well, but even if we could get out
Into the courtyard where could we
turn to ibenr
"One thing at a time. friend. Any-
illy, there is more air in tiw yard
than in here, and when time window-Is
clear w-e shall soon plan out-the
The two comrades did not dare to
do any work during the day for fear
they should be surprised by the Miler
or observed front without. The instant
that night fell they were both up upon
the pegs, grinding away at the bard
stone and tugging at the harm. It was
a rainy night, and there was e sharp
thunderstorm, but they could te very
well, while the shadow of the arched
window prevented their being seen.
Before midnight they had loosened one
bar, and the other was just beginning
to give when POMO slight noise made
them turn their heads, and there was
their jailer standing, open mouthed, In
the middle of the cell, staring up at
them.
It was tie Catinat who observed hint
first and he sprang down at him lit
an Instant witb his her but at his
movement the man rushed for the door
and drew it after him just as the
American's tool whizzed past his ear
and down the plumage.
"It Is scarce worth while to go on,"
said I)e (satinet
"We may as well be doing that as
anything else. It my picker had been
en Inch lower I'd bare had him. Well,
maybe hell get a stroke or break his
seek down those stairs. I've nothing
le work with now, but a few rule with
your bar will Ifni* the Job. Ah, deer,
you are right, mud we are fairly treed!"
te.....eeeere wet. I
(To be Continued.)
'Out of nearly 220.11-en miles at
railways in the Pulled Staten, on?!
4,000 miles are equipped with block
KAISER'S TASK
CHRISTMAS TIME
Customs of Observing Day in
Germany's Royal Home




The Beecheerung las the dis(ribu-
tion of gifto under the spreading
Qui-Ames tree is called in Germany)
is divided into two parts. First comes
one for the members of the imperial
household, from the meanest kitchen
scullion upwards, and this takes place
in a large gallery of the Neues Palais.
Hundreds of small table.; are placed
there, each covered with presents,
and the whole scene is dominated by
a Christmas tree, a perfect giant of
its kind, and magnificently vivid with
its myriad of van -colored candles,
stars and crescents of gold and silver.
crystal Icicles, iridescent snowballs,
and hundreds of other glittering
baubles, Each and every one of the
mervants, blithe- and lower officials,
is spoken to personally by kaiser and
kaiserin, and the meritorious old ser-
vitors are slapped on the shoulder
and greeted with a few kindly phrases
The bowing and scraping, hand-kiss-
ing and formal expressions of thanks,
having at last come to a close, the
second part of the Bescheerung takes
place.
That is the one exclusively for the
Imperial family themselves. It a:-
ways takes place in the Muschelraal
—(hat Immense hall in the Neues
Pelals. the decoration of which is In
mother-of-pear) and beautiful sea-
sbells and clusters of coral of every
kind. For this evening the hall Is
bordered on each side by evergreens,
holly, and mistletoe, forming two
graceful hedges wherein dark green
is enlivened by scarlet berries, mak-
ing a fine effect. A beautiful little
structure rePresentative of the Man-
ger, showing the Christ-child, the
Virgin Mother and the Shepherd
King in adoration, is set up in a cor-
nets of the hall. This is always the
*Petal task of the kaiser himself.
When the Besetiabrung is in full
blast everywhere are heard cries of
"Obi" and "Ah!" Delight, surprise
and gratitude on all sides. Mother
and father smothered under a shower
of kisses, their children running to
and fro, inspecting breathlessly new-
44 I neer thed treasures or eyeing those
o? brother and sister. Most capti-
vating the stern kaiser Is then.
Standing beforer his own "lay-out."
he shows all the boyish good nature
and curiosity Of his sons—poking ho
nose Lao this box or that case, mak-
ing pretense of being unable to untie
a parcel wrapped up with particular
cunning, glancing through some new
books or a portfolio of rare prints.
smiling, laughing and rhouting, and
being a child again among children.
--Wolf von Schierbrand Deoember
leippincotre
The American Magazine Has
(hanged Heade.
For 30 years it was Leslie's popu-
lar monthly.
Ida M. Tart:see, who wrote Lincoln
and the famous "Story of elockefel-
ler," Willem Allen White, the well
known Kansas editor: F. P. Benne,
creator of "Mr. noolgoe," Ray Stan-
nerd Baker and Lincoln Steffens are
under the ismdershlp of John S.
PhSelps, now editing The American
Magazine.
Never before has such a brilliant
group been lathered together, and
they are not only contributing them-
solves, but are filling the magazine
will the very best novels and short
stories and great timely articles be
other famous writers and beautiful
pictures by great artists.
A Great Bargain.
The regular price for the twelve
numbers of The American Magazine
Is $1.24)---littee enough as it is, but
form limited time you can go the No-
vember and December, 19/d6, num-
bers, with a full year's subscription
for 1907, for a &oiler. Or
14 Numbers for Only 51.00
Think of !I! Think of the quality
of reading YOu get for $1.01). Think
of the quantity--at least two great
novels, 98 sbort stories, 28 poems, 70
timely artkesse, 900 heautiful pict-
ures, and ell for $1 b',
Hee About Your Winter Reeling?
Cot this offer out, write your
name and address on a slip of paper
and mail it with $1 0.0. Send it now
---'today--before the special 14
monte ' offer is withdrawn. Send it
by check, postal money order or a
dollar bill, at the publisher's risk, to
The Americe,n Magazine 141 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.
Hard Times.
A thief broke inte a millionaire's
mansion early the other morning
and found himself In the music room.
Hearing footsteps approaching, he
took refuge behind a screen.
From 8 to 9 o'clock the eldest
daughter had a singing lesson
From 9 to 10 o'clock the second
daughter took a piano lesson
Prom 10 to 11 o'clock the eldest
son had a violin lemon.
Filen 11 to 12 the oth,., son had
a Itescue on the flute.'
At 12:15 all the brothers and sis-
ters iissembled and studied an ear-
steering piece for voice, piano, vio-
lin and flute.
The thief staggered out from be-
hind the screen at 13:45. and, fall-
ing at their feet, cried:
"For heaven's sake, have me ar-
rested!"
Couldn't Find It.
Gov. Hoch, of Kansas, never took
any stock in the rain-makers, who
In years past picked up a good deal
of money from farmers in the Sun-
flower state. At one time the resi-
dents of Marion were subscribing to
pay for some rain-making experi-
ments. Mr. Hoch declined to chip in,
Ind an elderly deacon quoted feel-
ingly: "The Lord lovetb a cheerful
giver." Hoch replied: "I recognize
the quotation, but let me recuind you
of another: 'A fool and his money
are soon parted.' Don't forget that."
"Where do you find that in the Scrip-
tures?" asked the deacon. "WhY. in
Bartholomew iii. 5," answered Hoch,
Mor:ng away. The deacon and his
friends hunted up a Bible and not
for some time did they discover that
there was no such book in the ecrip-
(urea.
Origin of the Rothwhilds.
The founder of the Rothschild fam-
ily, Anaachel Moses Rothschild. kept
a coin store at 152 Judensrame -or
Jewish quarter - Frankfort-on-the-
Min, Before this shop was display-
ed a red shield (hence the name—
Rothschild). Amschel dealt in cure
Ogees, art goods and old gold and
silver.
Ills son, Mayer Arschel, was born
In 1743 and died In 18112. He like his
father, continued in the coin business
In the course of his coin business he
met a collector. the court banker to
the Landgrave of Hesse the. bank-
er was so impressed by Mayer's bust-
neo ability that 'he loaned him money
for Investment, and it was la this way
that the great banking firm of Roths-
child was established — Eder
Monthly.
SEE MVX1(1).
An oportunity 13 offered a limited
niturber of desirable perstess to tour
Old Mexico in special Pueman pal-
ace etre.
A persocrally condected tour, start-
ing Januirry leth, by representatives
!crueler with every point of historic
Interest on the route. The itinerary
covers a period of thirty days of
alght-eseing and 1G unusually com-
plete, satisfactory and interiesteng.
The cost so the tour is very low and
members of Use Patty ahseletele re-
lieved of ail reepoitsibility regarding
urrenmenenta. If interested write us
for pseticularn at once.
Kentucky Tour Association,
510-512 Maisoeic bnàlng, Louis-
tele, Ky.. or C. H. Ilutigerford, Dis-
trict Passenger Agent /leathern Rail-
way, Louisville, Ky.
Chrietmas and New tear Holiday
Rates,
The Illinois Central R. R. Co. will
*ell ticket. to all points on their line
ant to lel points .out of the. Ohio
anti Potomac rivers, wad east of the
Misatedppi river, also to verious
points in Me west, Dorth west and
southwest. Rate one and one-third
fare plus 26 cents. Dotes of net. De-
cember 20. 21, 22, 23. 24. 26, 30
and 31, 1906 and January 1st, 1907,





T. A.. Polon Depot
Dead Files,
Few people probably know that
dead flies have a commercial value.
As reported from London. they come
annua:ly in barrels to the English
capital, where they are sold at auc-
tion and finally serve as food for
birds and goldlsti They come from
Brazil, where they hover close above
the surface of the Amason river, and
are caught in nets by the fishermen.
Until recently a pound of dead flies
cost in Lotidon fivepence, but the
growing demand, for which there is
no corresponding supply, has increas-
ed the price to a shilling and a halt
la pound.—New York Tribune
"Don't your conscience sometimes
trouble you about things you have to
do in fleancial deals?" "A little,"
answered Mr. Dustin Max. "What do
You do In such a case?" "I send for




MIER , 312-1 I litisaine, esti
ae Colleges in ta states pessiTION• les
tiered or taas:roitnet:Nogni Also Wert etc
MAIL yin 100V11101 11".•
Ormea0.31 T lUt8T. Call or mutt for
rat loge*.
The Prices Below Will Be
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
Gold Shell Crown, 22k 83 50
Gold Fillings. ...—...—..-- 1 00
Silver Filling'. —. .50
Plate FIllingl....—..—.--- .76
1
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work guaranteed. Painleel
extraction of teeth.
DR. KING BROOKS
ne NT I ST
Sixth and teroevlevny I Lots of tee nioney that men merry
Is counterfeit.
THREE ARE DEAD A Wonderful Record.As made up by 1Mproved anti tome
resoeses Dr. Fleece's Favorite Preecrip-AT STURGIS MINE rr.. as ticai,Tpy'ff,I.T:Idoynsf,otrZlcut--
And Four Others Wounded By
Flying Bullets
Striking itlineel awl Guards Engage
in Terrific Battle Christ-
mas MC,
FEI'D IS OF LONG STANDING
ItEA1) WOUNITEle
C. 3. DfleGHIORTY, 'tittle guard,
killed.
BILLIE NII.t1.1A/V, miner, killed.
WILL (111,11", miner. killed.
L. I, MOORE, inine guard, four
wountis, will We,
S.IM 11.1 Ite , miner, three
isOUlillS, dying.
WILLIANI teteeeH, miner, shot in
ern'.
DICLANEI, miner, shot in
leg.
Sturgis, Ky Dec 2. Three men
were killed and four probably fatally
wounded in a battle Monday night
between guards employed by the
West Kentucky Coal tympany and
the striking miners at this place.
Of the wounded one man Is not
expected to live until morning. The
other wounded are under guard In
the office of the coal company by
fifteen tomnbere of the 1111i0T1
The fight ocurred in a downtown
street and a half mile from the Mee.
Jitet %hat preelpitated the battle can-
not be learned as it broke out sud-
denly and continued until fully twen-
ty-five shots had been fired,, linimedi-
ate:y after the firing had ceased own-
ere of stores and shops :cocked up
r places and the town was quiet
with the exception of the forte of
miners staIlli.flg guard over the
wounded men.
Tie members of tee miners' union
have been on a strike for a year and
two months The West Kentucky
company has been working non-union
own under guards ainweet constantly
and *Wow trouble has been ex petted .
Roller Skating.
"Did you ever notice the number
of men walking around with their
hands behind their backs" demand-
ed • local club man who prides him-
(elf on being observant Receiving a
negative repTy. the observant man
continued: "Keep your eyes opened
—you'll be surprised to see how ma-
ny there are. I've got the answer, toe.
Roller skating Is the cause. Your
roller skater—and there are thous-
ands of blm--of course, likes to look
easy and graceful glidingaround with
his bands behind Urn, as though he
wisn't making an effort. The 'habit
clings when he gets of his wheels. I
see a lot of gee and women who al-
so unconsciously assume the Posi-
tion of a skater while walking on the
street."—Philadelphia Record
Why the Lecture Ended.
A certain professor was giving his
puptia a lecture on "Scotland and the
Scots." "These hardy men," he said,
"think nothing of swimming across
the Tay- three times every morning
before breakfast
Suddenly a loud buret of laughter
tome from the center of the hall, and
the professor, ameeed at the idea of
any one daring to Interrupt him in
the middle of his lecture, angrily
asked the offender what he meant by
such conduct,
was just thinking, sir," replied
the lad, "that the poor Scotch chaps
would find themselves on the wrong
side for their clothes when they
landed."—November leippineott's.
—Over the Rarer Weddings,
'Squire Liggett of Metropolis, had
another busy day Monday, when
four couples from Paducah presented
themselves before him, armed with
marriage licenses. The couples were
Lee Barnhart and' Martha Nickles,
Jarnes Watson and Rosa Thomas,
Char:es Franklin and Crena Clark,
George Jenkins and Amelia Nall.
They went down on the Cowling.
Good Friends.
Gretchen (to beet friend -- You
were wrong, you see, when you said
Mr Smith did not case for nme! Yes-
terday he asked me to marry him
and declared he could eat me up!
Lulea—I congratulate you. I had
always heard that his favorite dish
was goose.—Transleted for Trans-
atlantic Tales from Meggendorter
Blatter,
At the Mittelmonial Agenry.
"Madame, I have picked out a
charming husband for you. Only I
warn you he Is a thorough sportsmen.
fond of automobiling: mountain-
climbing, bicycling and ballooning."
Applicant (thmeghtfulirl--')Clan't
you give me something that lasts
longer?'*---Transiated for Transat-
lantic Tales from Fliegende Blatter.
Ethel—"Good morning, Mr Jones.
You don't seem to mind the heat!"
Jones (surly)--"I should say' not,
All my friends have given me the
void shoulder," -Translated fOr
Translantic Tares from Jburnal
Atnusant. ,
ing .1eplacementa, prolapsus, antever-
slop a rid retreversion, overcoming painful
per, sis, toning up the nerves and bring-
ing Ltout a perfect state of health_ It
curs the backache, periodical headaches,
the dieggingeiewn discreet in the pelvic
regiiie the pain and Leaderless over
IM4er abdominal region. dries up the
peek: sittorrhal drat& so disagreeable
and weakening, and overcomes every
fore of weakness Incheaut to the organs
deenely feminine.
"Ia.-trite Preseription" is the only
meeiciae for women, the makers, of
*hell its not afraid to print their
formula on the bottle wrapper, thus
taking their patrons into their full con-
It Is the only medicine for
u,' n, every ingredient of which has
the -trongeet possible endorsement of
the ni,e4 eminent medical practitioners
afid enters of our day, recommending
it for the diseases for which *Favorite
Prescription" is used. It is the only
put - up medicine for women, sold
through druggists, which does not con-
tain a large percentage of alcohol, se
harmful in the king run, especially to
delicate women. It has more genuine
tures to its credit than all other 'medi-
cines for women combined, having
raved thousands of sufferers from the
operating table and the surgeon's knife.
It he- restored delicate, weak women to
strong and Nefarious health sod virility,
mak:rig motherhood piewitile. where there
was tiarrencess before., thereby brighten-
ing and, making happy many thousands
of homes by ties advent of little ones to
strengthen the marital bonds and add
Sunshine where gloom anti despondency
had reigned before.
Wet(' to Dr. R. V. Pierce. Be will seed
YOU god, fatherly, peeves:0nel advice.
is a plain, sealed envelope, absolutely
tram Address him at Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets do not
gripe . They effectually cleanse the ',la-
id aecumulated impurities.
The People's Common Sense Medical
Adviser. by lir. Pierce. locei pees. Is sent
free on receipt of 'taint* to pay expense
el mallets stale. Send 21 one-cant 'tempo
dor the book in paper covers, or 31 stamps
for the dealt -bound volume. Added@
Se above.
Clara Morris and Ample* Daly
In The American Magazine for De-
cember Clara Morris writes of a ban-
quet given by her manager. Augustin
Daly. Miss Morris was dressed in a
black grenadine over which she and
Daly had quarreled. At the banquet
see was unexpected!) called upon for
a speech—her first epeech Reading
it almost makes your own imam
shake!
Not the least interesting part of
the story is Miss Morris' aeCOUDI of
the spat she and Daly had before the
banquet Miss Morris refused to go
because she possessed no suitable
clothe*.
" 'You only require a very simple
dress"' said Mr. Daly.
"Mr. Daly. you are acquainted with
both my *Wry street &veins I
have beside them only some night-
dresses. and I fancy they are barred
for a banquet. -
"He was angry. I was sorry
'Please Mr. Daly, don't be vexed. I
know no one in New York. I will
Wier be missed.**
-Then indeed the storm broke. He
accused me of meanness leered' e.
that Lwished by my absence to ma
of MFeelf a 'dramatic Cinderella' to
arouse the sympathy of the public—
and with head up and eyes blinded
with tears I walked out and home.
-Two sulky, sullen days, then—
'Miss Morris, can you be ready in
half an hour after curtain-fall, to
ride over to the hotel with Mrs. Gil-
bert On Saturday night?'
"I drew a long breath: 'I can't
In. sir '
"'You, will go"
" No sir' I have no desire to hu-
miliate you or myself You know
can't go to • banquet In a worn and
shabby street dress.'
" 'And von know )ou have only to
name the establishment you favor to
have a suitable costume at once!' He
drew a checkbook toward him. A
sonnd. word*" sound came from my
throat. He eenced up—startled -
laughed aqiervous little laugh, and
exclaimed: 'You—you'll die on the
scaffold .f you're not careful!'
" 'If I do. It will be for resenting
an Insult liketlis!'
beg Your pardon: there's no
Insult in a manager providing for a
dress—'
" 'For a play,' I broke in. 'You
have provided two for me in the new
play; but when a man pays for my
eersesile clothing, that man will be
my hatband, not my manager!' "
There is a tremendous power in
character when added to A
great many youths think that ability
is everything, that if e Man has brain
power he can accomplish most any -
thing; but he is a light-weight mar
no matter how able, If he does nei
add character to his ability.—Success
Magazine
Some men find it take* less emir







Sell on Installments and











ber 12 for Louisville, Evans-
ville, l'aduoah, Memphis
and all way points.
Through rate to Helena,
Vicksburg and Pine Bluff,
Ark., arriving Paducah Sat-
urday, December 15,






evanavelle sod Paducah Peratellie
(Daily Szoept Sunday.)
Steamers Jo.. Fowler and John &
Hopkins, tete eaducah for Erana-
ville and way endings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evanselle aad
return. $4.00 Elegant muse as Ller
boat. Table unsurpaetted.
OTEAMLe Deli FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and wee
landings at 8 a. m sbare daily se-
orpt Sunday. Special excusion rates
DOW in effect from Paducah to Otero
and return, wen or without mean
and room Good music and table as-
surpassed.
For further information apply te
I. A. Fowler, General Pale. Agont. or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-CrullIteugh & Co's dice.
Both Acmes No. 33
LOURS .telt TENNEISriEg
MAY EH PACKIIII OOMPANT
!OR TENNESSEE Ili VEIL
Sillia CLYDE
Reeve Patna* for Teaming* Rhea
Seery Wednesday at dtp. la.
A. W. WRIGHT Maass
STGENE ROBINSON Clere
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unison collected
by the alert Of the boat
NEW St1114411,111101.8.
-- -
List of new settscribere added be
the East Tennessee Telephone Ooses
pony today:
4- 4—Weathert.,1-.1 J W.. Hirt
klevilie.
I I 66- 4—Torian. .1 A., Benton
road.
1654-3—Rodgers . F. D.
No 3.
1s66-s— Grim, ! bone Oak
629-a —Charity teute Kentucky
avenue.
We have In tee over 3,000 sub-
scribers or five tines as many as the
independent compare,: outside the
city and within the coenty we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your reeidenoe
at the same rate the independent cons
pany Is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, Ieng distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from your
home.
Call 300 for turtner informatiele
KILL TN!! COU0Pr





FOR OLIGHS and 50c $1.00
LOS Free Trial.
Bluest oad Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROTJB-
LES, or MONEY BACK.
NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Balky, Prop,
METROPOLIS. ILL.
Newest end best hotel In the city
&Kite $2.00. Two large sample
:veins Bath rooms Electric
quits The only centrally located
hotel in the city.
Commercial Patronage Solidi*
Henry Mammas, Jr.
hotrod to Third tosteclry
Hook Binding, Bank Work, Lege
...A T 11seree Week a itrierealte
Oak Dale Hotel
Etrettyk port, Iii.
hiss $1 s Day. [redid., OK,
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CANNON CRACKER
BREAKS WINDOW
Costly Fun. But Householder
Pays For It
Latham 1.uttrellei Hove. Frightened
and He Is ThrOwn Lind
Injured.
CLIFF LEE RUSTAINS WOUND
Broke Window Glam.
• J. W. Williams. of the Home Tele-
phone company, suffeied loss in a
Peetillar way through the holiday cel-
ebrations with the cannon cracker.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
awne one throw a cannon cracker on
tils • front porch, 2!1 Routh Fourth
linnet. The cracker exploded with
deafening sound and tore a large
bole in the porch and wrecked eve
w!ndow lights
Cracker Priglitewed Horse.
Yesterday morning near Eleventh
and Caldwell streets some one threw
• large cannon cracker under a team
driven by Latham Luttrell, driver
for the Paducah Brewing compel),
and his horses were frightened. Hi
was thrown from the high seat and
alighted in such a way as to break
the eniall bone in his left wrist. The
injury was dressed by Dr. J. W.
Pendley.
Hand Through tease.
Cliff Lee. residing on South Sixth
street, near Tennessee street, was
playing with companions yesterday
when he thrust his right hand
through the glass of a door and cut
it badly The Injury was dressed by
Ir. .1 W Pendiey
t 
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
1 lealmer—W. H. Southall, Jr. Hop-
vele. W. F. Pu•rdy, Bandana;
1,lee Weinetock, Centralia, 11.1.; W.
I
titan, Atlanta, Oa.; D. C. Roberts,
Leh. age, Mo.: P. M. Seines, Daven-
port. Ia.; G. M. Alitugham. Cedar
Bluffs. la.; F. If. Min, St. Lobis;
Thomas, Qu i giey , Greetrrille, Ml. ; .1.
W. Jeweil. Prinee'ton; J. H Smith.
Eddyviesisc J. C. Robbins, Mayfield;
B. W. DILW•14. Cairo, lel.; J. B. Rus-
ed1 Hot* ins, lies.
Beivedere—S. P..Herrie, St !Amis.
.1. J. Garrity. Chicago; M. P. Bolan.
Coldoirtsen: Pi. :M. Hooper, .tehiand
City, Tenn.: S. .1. Michelson. Cairo,
Lei.: James Smith, Jonesboro, Mk.;
J. N. Cooley, leiayneld. J. W JOISSI
New York; J. A. Geskinte, Wellocoo-
chi', 0a.
New Bet neind--M. E. Beckett.
Owen:abort); .1 L. Cawley. Mayfield; S.
W. Neehois, lass Angeles. Cal.; J. C.
Dody. °Mon, Tenn.; M. C. Robertson,
Newbern: a. F. Foreman, Metropolis.
El.; T. R (Awe*, Alva. Okla.; A. E.
Thompson, KaDWIS City, Mo.; D. E.
Boyd, Feopkinetelle; Pe If. Mete, La
Center; J. W Meek, Clinton, II.; L.
E. Oornerall, Benton; W. C. Austin,
Charleston, Mo.: Maj. E. H. Chop,
etileage; J. H. Tolley, Charieston,
Mo.
Admiral Is Condemned.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 26.— Sent-
ences of death, with a promised peti-
tion for clemency, were today given
Vice Admiral Nebogatoff and five
1 
other naval officers by the court-mar-
tial 
to the Japa-
nese at the battle of the •Sea of Ja-
pan on May 2.S. 19515.
Da which has been trying the com-
mander and 7 h officers of his squad-
ron for s
of '41 a Koller heaven; It. The world does not
, ems en heart.
...- - .
. ---.1/
I4...*.l.tave not felt the impuletet :
e en seems. like pretense to




II.may a Gloomy Countenance in Pa-
ducah Now Lightens With
Happiness,
A bad back makes you gloomy.
Can't b happy with continual
backache.
The aches and Pains of a bed hack
Are mostiy due to sick kidneys
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kid-
They made
home in Pa cab
Read whet a grateful ceizen says:
W K Tilley, of 400 South Third
street, Paducah, tobacco packer with
the Anhwei h Veal Tobacco Co., on
North Third street. says: "An aching
beck to a tobacco packer is not only
0, allifilare but it keeps him in mileirrY•
Deepite all my efforts to tore mine
, . by using household remedies and try-
4
lee', lag treatment guaranteed by friends, and acquaintances, I was unable to
cheek it, let alone cure it, until I
e, procured floan's Kidney Pills at Ai-
YeY & List's drug store, on Broadway.
. The first box gave such watinfaction Optimist—e'en-me now, yotrerIll Mei
er.thitt I bought a /leonin4 and was Mgt- to admit you enjoy the warm weather
Sy pleased with the rootlet' To say I Peaelmist---*M-7well, It brings most
endorse Doan** Kidney Pile mildly quit°10.
expresese my opinion of that remedy."
A For sale by all dealers. Prise lio
eats. Poster-Milburn Co, Buffalo.
'ew York, sole agents for the United
—ate,
v Remember the name--Doen's---







"I dreamt las' night dat a guy °freed
me a quart us' ten-year-old whisky, but
1 refueed t' take it."
"What did yonee do dat for?"
"'Came I kuowel de ruinuit I tried t'
take a (Intik I'd wake up."
Rin Position,
Tonugun—You regard society as
merely a machine, do you? Well, what
part of the niachiue do you consider
me?
Oldun—Ote you're one of the cranks.





Pompty (a trifie coneeitedi —I am
used to having people pay at least a
little attention to what I am saying,
Miss Homely'
Miss Romply (somewhat bored) -




"Have you named your dog yet, Hare
17r
:j
"Yes; I call him Paris Green."
"Dear me: Why is that?"
"'Cause heei rough on rats."
Not in De Cornered.
•
v - 1,1







Trees And Special Song Ser-
vices Given
%tenure" for Pour and baterteem
went Feature of Grate Episcopal
Sunday _School.
AT bT, FRANCIS DE SALES.
A Christmas service SOO heel Yes-
terday morning at Grace Eplecopel
rhumb. The music was very* fine and
consisted of a number of eepecial
Christmas anthems. The etnoists
Isere kin* Faith La.ngritaff and Miss
Ethel, Canted. The church war
beautifully decorated lie the Christ-
mas greens.
The Rev. David C. Wright's sermon
n11.8 from the text "And there shall
be a sign unto You; Ye Ihak find the
Babe wrapped In swaddling ciothw,
lying in a manger," and emphaissed
'the necessity of receiving religion as
a little child, as Christ came to earth
iu that form to dwell among men.
The Sunday school of Grace leple-
copal Mowed had its annual Christ-
nese festival this afterneme. A beau-
tirel manger was arranged in the
church and the pupil's placed in it
gifts for the poor of the city. This
sae a very pretty and Impressive
ceremony Afterwards the Sunday
es-hoot adjourned to the pariah bowie
where. Christy/is tree was lighted
for the Sunday schoot pupils, and
each was given a gift. This was • a
surprise for the children. **they had
expected only to have the pleasure of
giving to the poor Later games
wore played and light refreshments
were served,
First Presbyterian.
The Feret Presbyterian church was
packed last night to witness the big
Christmas tree and hear the +Merle
program. Severe: hundred eteldren,
members of the Suuday school ot
that chum% and Mizpath and Hebron
missions and visieng children re-
ceived fruit and candy from Santa
Claus
Fero Baptist.
The First Baptist church had a
tree Christmas eve
St. Francis De Sales.
At Sr. Frames de Sales Catholic
enliven imprecise services were held
yeeterdee. There was tosses at EL
S and 10:10 a. m and vespers at
1.14) p. in. Large congregations *t.
tended, and the music was beautiful
and ekborate.
German Lutheran.
At the German Luther-en church
there were Christmas service's held in
German yesterday, with special music.
Christmas Trees,
The Christmas trees bet night at
the Best Baptise church and the
Guthrie avenue Methodist Morrell
mere large successes. Programs
given by the atifkiren were an enjey-
able feature. The tree at the, Union
Rescue Mission witi be given Friday
instead of Thursday evening as an-
nounced.
FIVE NEGROES KILLED.
Serious Race Riots Break Out in
Columbus, Miss., Dec 26 —Relia-
ble reporte received here today from
Scoolsa stmt. Brat a race riot, or
somethisig at similar to it at such
things get to be In this section.
hereto out at that pl.ace today, which
resulted in the death af ftve innocent
newroes. The-'e were shot down be
Infuriated whites, and, it is believed,
from guarded statements made be
men in Scooba, that this is only a
smell part of the actual hiorydshed
thst general community *nee Sunday
afternoon. when Conductor Cooper
bad his fight with negroes OP the
train near Wahalak.
Popular Couple Weds.
Meet Amine Youngiove and Al-
bert Rouleau were married Monday
at 3 o'clock at the residence of the
bride's mother, 926 Trimble street,
the Rev. Calvin Thompson. officiat-
ing The groom is a popular motor-
man for the Pachicah Traction com-
pany. The bride is a clerk at ()nth-
Heel. Tmmediately after the ceremo-
ny they' went to Sharon. Tenn., to
Visit, after whieh they, will be at
hems at 130G Trimble street.
Fatal Duel Over Tips.
New York, Dec 2.6.—Tom Oonnody
and James Kennedy, !metiers in a My.
ere stable, engaged for a hair hour to-
day In a due', with pitchforks'. Con-
ands'. fell *tatty injured with one
prong of hitt opponent's fork jabbedmany• man means his desires through hi , probate into the brain.whoa Aalks of his duty. 'Kennedy was arrteeed. Jealousy overyour mirror does/not re- tips caused the fight.
nemiktiee pots on your face. 'e
rip yoo dut and Miff





Thuredny—Paul Gilmore la "At
Friday, matinee and night— Hoyt's
"A Bunch of Keys."
etatiatield'a "Beau Brunimel."
Dandified. egotistic, sardonic, phil-
osophical, imperturbale, noble, human
but never amiable, Beau Brummel
lire& in the impersonation of Richard
Mansfield, Who presented the play by
that name for the erst time Christmas
eve before a Paducah audience, Crit-
ics have always been forced to fall
back on Manfield's phyletial imper-
fections of voice and mannerisms, in
their efforts to save themselves from
fulsome praise of .his purely dramatic
productions. Mr. Mansfield. the
tweeze and public join in proclaiming
Beau Brumusel the great artist's
greatest creation, and glancing back
over the hall score of characters he
has, made famous, there Is none other
that stands forth so human, so real.
nor one other that keeps its hold on
the eheater-going public like Beau
Brummiel. The very excess of dignity
with which the character is invested,
the initierturbablety Which mum be
maintained until the shateered hulk
of the once famous beau sinks under
the weight of poverty, hunger and
age, make. the role difficult of por-
trayal and liable to overacting, even
In the hands of a master; but not
once during the four acts and six
scenes does Mansfield permit the illu-
sion to be marred. His work is so
perfect that • spectator does not do
justioe to his effort.
Only in the last act are the natu-
ral limitations of Mr Mansfield in ev-
idence, and then not in his delinea-
tion of the character, but inferential-
ly from the start of characters in which
be has been euccessful Ms Been
BTU MOM:. clinging to the forma of
elegance, even when those forms are
ridiculoualy contrasted with Ms obvi-
ous helplessness and want, is a rare
work of art; but Beau Brummel is
only abject, never pathetic One can
not but compare the Beau Brumbre4
of the garret in Calais with some of
the character, portrayed by the late
Joseph Jellereon and Sol Swab Run-
ge/I, tender, pathetic figures tn their
poverty and <et) dge. Such dieptles of
pathos and gentle humor are beefed
or beneath Mansfield. He le ewes-
tielly the Intellectual artist, and his
art is Milded on conscious effort, the
real genius of intense appilicat Ion.
!eke every genitS, tho, his excels In
the prcxtucticiii It a:1 t•hat could be
expected with Mansfield's accurae7
and thoroughtlesil Every, piece of
Property and scenery, every chair, ev-
erything used in the prothretion is
carried on the • Me epeeist • special . The
Interior of Clarleton house, probably
historketily correct, is magniScent
The costumes are, of course. }ire
right end they are beautiful The
special music *i tile music of the time
of Beau Br u rritnell
The company Is excellent, all other
characters naturally being subordi-
nated to that of Beau Brummet, The
work of Miss Irene Preher is the
part col Marianna Vincent might be
Improved, but poor Marianna bap so
;many <leis to make, whet is termed in
the reeding editions of Shakespeare,
"walls aside," that they detract. She
does 90 much thinking aloud, the In-
genuity of the playwright might tin-
Prove on some of her lines, and tip
off the complexity of her emotions
and the confusion of her heart to
the audience In some Wee direct ego:.
Henry Wenrnan, as Oliver Vincent,
was good. Walter Howe. as Morti-
mer, Br:animist's valet; Mare McDer-
mott as Abraham, and Ernest C.
Ward.). as Reginald, all has oppor-
tunities and acquitted themselves
with 'honors. Of the women, aside
from ."Mies Prahar MissElleanor Bar-
ry. !n the roie of Min. St. Aubyre had
the best opportunity and made gam).
Beau Eirtunmel is one of those Per-
fect:y elean plays, without the least
suggeetion of even naughtiness, a
merit that should always he publicle
accorded one of its kind. They are
infrequent enough not to make the
mention trite.
Paul Gilmore.
Concerning Paul Gilmore, who is to
appear in "At Yale" at The Ken-
tucky Thursday night. the Tempe
Tribune 'stays
There have been other attractions
at the Tampa Bay Cassino this eeerson,
but the real opening of the play-
house occurred last night, when Paul
Gilmore made his fourth annual ap-
peterence in Tampa, this time In a
new play, and one written eepetsially
for Mm--a charming pieture of col-
lege athletic life, "At Yak." In a
eky where there is practically no
"oollege spirit" a colleMe• Pelle meet
necessarily he of a superior order of
merit In .Iteelf and prevented in a
most acceptable manner .to arouse the
enthusiasm and elicit the Mane that
Was evident in the 'usual crowded
"41411nore house- at the Camino UM
night The enthuelaam and praise
were not dire so mitrh To the Puree?'
collegiate atmosphere re the produe-
then, nor to the great race remise but
rather to tbe little touches of len men
mime which are so cleverly brought
out and to the masterly manner In
lights No son lands seleetion until tie vellskil Mr (MIT °re -1/ert'raYe4 theleads Mansell.
)
handsome. manly, Sympathetic. shaved
but finally understood "Dick Seeley"
the stroke of the winning crew. It is
a play of exuberant action, as all ool-
)ege playa ehould be, and as this par-
ticular college play centers about a
very exciting race between Yale and
Harvard, it Is more than unuattally
exuberant.
Hoyt's "A Bunch of Keys."
After all is said and done, tie
can be no mistaking the chartist. of
stage entertainment sheet vouch-
safes the greater amount of pleasur-
able enjoyment to the masses, of the-
ater patrons. It is for amusement
teely that the beat patronage is
given to the playhouse. How well did
the late Charles H Hoyt understand
and appreciate this oolossal truth
when, with ten aid of Willie &Wen
he managed to evolve such a pro-
nounced hit se "A Buticili of Keys"
signalled some years ago when it may
be said tire whole world of &mese-
merle was suddenly and agreeably as-
tounded by the introduction of a se-
ries of laughable Incidents adroitly
and ingeniously strung together, and
cleverly interspersed with popular
nrusksal gems. Indeed, it was •'A
Bunch' of Keys- which set the pace
for all later day so-called comedy sue-
"A Bunch of Keys" Will be pre-
sented at The Kentucky Friday mat-
inee and night,
eltedeeaka in Macbeth.
Madame Helena Modjeska, whose
exquisite art and lovable character
are known and admired by all patrons
of the drama, is this season melee.;
her farewell tour. Her early appear-
ance in this city will be made the oc-
casion of a great demonstration by
her boat of friends among our play-
goers She w1:1 Play Macbeth Jan-
uary 3 at The Kentucky. On that
occasion the Knights of Columbus
will entertain her,
The Bets Were Off.
"A woman has no sense of humor,
they say." said Miss Leslie Leigh, of
the "Isle of Spice" company, "but
this has always struck me being
the lest story I ever beard: Mike
MoOarty and Ascot' Schmidt were
fishing from a jeer one day, and
finally one of them bet the other Ile
that he would catch the first fish,
the other took the bet, and the two
kap on fishing earnestly until noon.
It wee a warm day and Schmidt, over-
come by tbe heat, fell into the water
This aroused McCarty, who was also
dozing. "It you're going to dive for
them, the bet's of," he laid to his
companion struggle' In the water.
TRAGEDY OP A NATION
Dreyfus Case Shame of Government;
Vindication Glory of People.
You will never understand the
tragic story of Dreyfus—his marty:
done his triumph-e-uniess you know,
vagueiy at least, something of this
third republic of France, which was
born in the ignominy of treachery
and defeat, which lived and lives in
the greater Ignominy of financial and
political scandals--scanlais sostalster
that only those who live in the Leen
world can comprehend their signifi-
cance Even as the Panama affair
showed how the rulers of the third
republic—Rouvier Clamenceau, and
many another--were bought and
sold in corruption, the tawdrier Hum
bert case demonstrated that the judi-
ciary, from the Guard of Seals down
to the 'casual judge, was capable of
conspiring for wholesale theft. The
third republic is a polypus with three
tentacles--bureaucratic. judielaemil-
itary. Panama proclaimed the in-
famy of the bureaucracy: the mon-
strous theft set on foot by old Hum-
bert, the minister of justice and
guard of seals, proclaimed that of
the judiciary: it was reserved for the
Dreyfus case to uncover the Military
Ignominy—not of France, merit you,
but of the third republic, which is a
very different thing.
In a way you know the story of
the young captain, studious and good
who was caught up in its tentacular
orbit: but you do not know it all.
What is most wonderful In It is the
fierce and midden nprising of human-
ity in this old Latin world. It seamed
for a while that the third republic
was a sewer—noliseltna fosse—in
which all ideals were drowned. Then,
as though summoned by a maker of
miracles, there rose this white ideal
of humanity—greater than the love
of countre race, or religion—man's
love for man, the hate of injustice,
anger against the Ile. What spoke
then was the collective soul of
France; and in that voice was heard
the august and savage wisdom of the
people —peasants of the Gelds and
helot of the mines--the people.
When once that voice was heard the
end Was no longer in doubt. The
drama rose from its first base acts
of suicide, murder, forgery, perjury,
deletion; It became a revolution at
once social and political: It caught
up in Its swirling folds this young
captain, studious and good, and made
of him a battle flag—a point of at-
tack--a rallying point—the muse
and center of one of thegreat human
Movements of this age, or any age.
Nor did the civilized world stand
aside, content to watch the battle.
It poured millions of ftehting money
into France: its great men fought








THE Christmas shoppingmade a big raid on all of
this class of high grade goods,
and to sell it out before inven-
tory we have put the knife to the
regular prices.
A1.1 smoking jackets now one-
f6urth off.
All lounging robes now one-
fourth off.
All fine suspenders now one-
fourth off.
All men's, boys', ladies' and
children's sweaters one-fourth
off.
This is a good time to lay in
a supply of any of these very
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race and patriotism were forgotten !does not produce MUMS plays.
this war was humanity's war. That The abolition of the rule proh0-
was the tragedy of a nation—for iting tackling below the knees. -.
while Dreyfus,hung.chained to that Th keeping of five men on the side
Devil's Rock tn the southern seas. 'line back three yards from the grid -France was thrown, like a dead girl, ,iron.
to the lampreys and eels of anarchy- i Teie Increase to the time of play—Success Magazine. to thitey-flve minute halves ard the
Razors sad Scissors Duel.
Sharon. Pa., Dec. 26.—Frank Po-
leni and .1ohn Mercene fought a des-
perate duel by moonlight in a field
near here last night. When found by
the police both were almost dead
from wounds and loss of blood. Four
razors and two pairs of scissors were
found in Merceno's pockets. He is a
taking out of time for distance pen -
aides.
The discard of the second uMPlet.
The framing of a rule Protect-1Ni
the player catching a punt. •
The giving of the control of the
progress and condition of the hall tr
the referee and the directing of the
umpire to lcok after the , player'
alone:
barber.
F 0 U N D.
FOOTBALL CHANGES.
The substitution of a VS-yard pen-'
alt? for the loss of the ball when a
forward pane hits the ground.
The abolition of the 5-yard rule
from center In the forward paste
Tee allowing of two forward musses
in one scrimmage if the first does not
cross the line of skrimmage
No increase in the number of
downs in which to make 14 yards.
The allowing of the evehemeng of
Positions between the linemen and
13CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY RAT1
N., C. lb ST. L. RV.
—....--
Fare and a third Plus 25e roundtr....tp Tickets on sale Dec. 20th to
25th, and 30th and 31st and Ian.
let. Limit Jan, 7th, 1907. to local
and through points including all the
Southeast and many points Weill.
For particulate inquire of ticket o(
nee.
No. 430 Broadway, Phone 114
Norton street depot, pbseee U. Task_. . ._'Magee of Europe: loral ideals nfi a sent.t ofliee nein
•04;.•.
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